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ABSTRACT

Gaeuman, David, M.A., Summer, 1997
Historical Channel Changes and Processes of the Central Bitterroot River, Ravalli County,
Montana
Director: John J. Donahue
A high rate o f channel shifting on the Bitterroot River poses a threat to floodplain
property between the towns o f Hamilton and Stevensville, Montana. Aerial photography
covering a 50-year interval, output from a hydrologie computer model, and physiographic data
were analyzed by a variety of GIS and statistical methods to document historic changes in the
channel network, derive morphometric parameters, and correlate these parameters with stream
response. Through much o f its length, the river exhibits a complex multi-thread channel pattern
with characteristics of both braiding and anastomosis. A predominantly-braided main channel
system is embedded in an anastomosing network of narrow, sinuous minor channels. The zone
o f non-vegetated gravels associated with the main braided channel system (the braid belt) has
widened and straightened since 1937. In addition to this widening, severe bank erosion is
indicated by frequent bank slumps and toppled trees. However, lateral channel migration
appears to be relatively restricted. A tendency for cut-off chutes to eliminate bends counteracts
the lateral bend displacement associated with bank erosion. Chutes and other forms of channel
overflow are encouraged by the presence of low banks throughout the study area. Major changes
in channel configuration outside the braid belt are characterized by widening o f some channels
coupled with narrowing of others, rather than by substantial changes in the positions of
individual channels. The complex network o f minor channels found on the valley bottom may
be genetically related to groundwater discharge, which promotes basal sapping and headward
retreat of small channel headcuts on the floodplain. Similar groundwater sapping also
contributes substantially to bank failure and channel widening throughout the system. Channel
multiplicity also appears to be controlled by irregularities in valley gradient. Bifurcation of
independent floodplain channels is more pronounced in reaches where the valley gradient is
abnormally steep. Conversely, reaches of abnormally low gradient are comparatively narrow,
straight, and simple in channel pattern. Previous workers have attributed the channel pattern of
the central Bitterroot River to tectonically-induced aggradation. This theory is not supported by
the available evidence.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
The Bitterroot River of Western Montana has been noted for channel instability,
particularly in the reach between the towns of Hamilton and Stevensville where channel changes
have created problems for local property owners. A high rate o f channel migration and the
shifting o f channel locations is considered to pose a greater hazard to property than does flood
inundation (Bitterroot Conservation District 1995, 6). Government agencies have funded
previous investigations into the possible causes for this instability and the feasibility of various
bank stabilization options (Cartier and Cuny 1980; Simons et al. 1981). The reach between
Hamilton and Stevensville is also noted for a complex multi-strand channel pattern characterized
by numerous braided or anastomosing channels that spread over a wide area of valley bottom
(Cartier 1984; Cartier and Alt 1982). While problematic channel behavior of the Bitterroot River
in this reach has been widely recognized, the nature of its behavior has not been systematically
described. The positions of the river's channels through time and the mechanisms through which
the positions have changed are largely unspecified. As a result, the processes responsible for
channel instability cannot be clearly defined. Continued population growth and development in
the Bitterroot Valley over recent decades reinforces the need for a better basic understanding of
processes at work in this system.

Overview of the Study Area
From its headwaters in the southern part of Ravalli County, the Bitterroot River flows
approximately 120 km (75 miles) northward to its confluence with the Clark Fork River west of
Missoula, Montana. The river flows through the entire length o f the Bitterroot Valley, draining a
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725,200 hectare (2,800 square miles) watershed. Bankfull discharge at the confluence is
estimated at 410 cubic meters per second or 1,450 cubic feet per second (Cartier 1984,64). This
investigation focuses on the portion o f the Bitterroot River between the town o f Darby in the
south and the Missoula County line in the north, a distance o f about 70 km (44 miles) (Figure 1).
The river drains an area o f about 271,950 hectares (1,050 square miles) at the southern limit of
the study area and about 621,600 hectares (2,400 square miles) at the Missoula County line. The
study area includes sections of pronounced anastomosis, single-strand reaches, and transitional
areas. From Darby extending north to near the town of Hamilton, the river alternates between
braided and relatively straight reaches but is generally confined to a single active bed. North of
Hamilton, the river and the valley bottom are characterized by branching channels that wander
over a wide area. This central portion o f the study area extends approximately 30 km (19 miles)
to near the town o f Stevensville. North o f Stevensville, the river displays both single-bed
reaches and pockets of anastomosis.

Sum m ary of Previous W ork
The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation and the U.S. Natural
Resources and Conservation Service published a flood-hazard analysis in which the surface
elevation of the Bitterroot River flood waters were modeled throughout Ravalli County
(Bitterroot Conservation District 1993). This work refined and extended an earlier flood hazard
analysis published by Nolan (1973). McMurtrey et al. (1972) provided a comprehensive
description of the surficial geology, aquifer characteristics, and groundwater budget o f the
Bitterroot Valley.
It has been suggested that the multi-channel pattern and associated channel instability are
responses to aggradation in the central part of the valley related to comparatively recent tectonic
movement (Cartier 1984; Cartier and Alt 1982). According to this theory, the multi-channel
reach occupies a down-dropped tectonic block in which valley filling has promoted the
development o f an extensive braided channel pattern. However, evidence of recent tectonic
movement in the Bitterroot Valley is highly speculative. Both recorded seismic activity and
direct evidence o f fault displacement are lacking (Barkmann 1984, 55). In addition, it has not

been demonstrated that either aggradation or increased braiding are distinguishing characteristics
o f the central part o f the valley. A lack o f coarse armor on the bed o f the central Bitterroot River
was proposed to indicate widespread aggradation in the central valley (Cartier and Curry 1980,
13). However, the authors gathered bed material data from the Bitterroot River at only three
sites over the 50-km stretch from Hamilton to Florence that encompasses the central portion of
the valley. All three of the sites are located in atypically narrow, straight reaches o f anomalously
low gradient. None o f these sites are located within the bounds o f the hypothesized downdropped block. A survey o f photo lineaments in the Bitterroot Valley by Barkmann (1984)
produced mixed results, tentatively identifying some features as possible fault traces bounding
the proposed block, while also noting a lack of displacement along these features.
Many channel segments along the multi-channel portions of the Bitterroot River are
narrow, sinuous, and well-vegetated. These channels can be better described as anastomosing
rather than braided. The significance o f anastomosis in this system, as well as within the
continuum of channel patterns in general, is uncertain. A large literature has attempted to
address this distinction. Stream braiding is generally considered to involve processes such as
bank erosion, channel widening, and deposition o f in-channel bars in a bed-load stream (Leopold
et al. 1964, 294). Anastomosing streams are considered by many authors to be stable multi
channel suspended-load streams of relatively low gradient (Smith and Smith 1980; Harwood and
Brown 1993; Rosgen 1994). Anastomosing channels in these low-energy systems may form
through floodplain dissection as described by Knighton and Nanson (1992). This process
involves the presence o f local channel constrictions that force flood flow to spill on to the
floodplain and incise new channels. Its effectiveness depends on low flow strength and/or low
bank erodibility. Carson (1984a, 1984b) described a similar process o f floodplain dissection in
gravel-bedded streams, which he refers to as "wandering gravel-bedded streams." The distinction
between braiding and anastomosing channel behavior adopted for this study follows a definition
provided by Knighton and Nanson:
A braided river consists of flow separated by bars within the channel, whereas an
anastomosing river consists of multiple channels separated by islands which are usually
excised from the continuous floodplain and which are large relative to the size o f the channels
(Knighton and Nanson 1992, 615).

Figure 1: Study Area Location Map.
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Project Objectives
The primary objective of this study is to document and quantitatively describe historic
channel changes of the Bitterroot River in and adjacent to the anastomosing reach between
Hamilton and Stevensville. A second objective is to infer the apparent mechanisms of these
changes. The final objective is to analyze the morphological and hydrological variables along
both multi- and single-thread reaches of the river to provide insight into the factors controlling
channel pattern and floodplain morphology in this river system.

Hypotheses
Working hypotheses for this study are not formulated as statements to be proved or
disproved. Rather, they serve as guides for a descriptive exploration in which temporal and
spatial changes in channel configuration and floodplain morphology are to be documented and
interpreted. The primary working hypothesis guiding the early stages of this investigation was:
Many of the anastomosing channel branches of the Bitterroot River are formed through
dissection o f the floodplain surface by overbank flow. Overbank flow responsible for
floodplain dissection occurs where:
a. the presence of relatively résistent banks inhibits channel widening, or
b. stream power is reduced in areas of low gradient.

CHAPTER 2

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE BITTERROOT VALLEY

The Bitterroot Valley is a north-trending elongate basin bounded by the Bitterroot
Mountains on the west and the Sapphire Mountains on the east. The valley extends about 120
km (65 miles) from the confluence of the East and West Forks of the Bitterroot River south of
Darby to its junction with the Missoula Valley 8 km (5 miles) south o f Missoula. The elevation
o f the valley floor ranges from more than 1,190 m (3,900 ft) in the south to about 975 m (3,200
ft) near Missoula. Summit elevations in the surrounding mountains typically range from 1,830
m (6,000 ft) to more than 2,440 m (8,000 ft) in the Sapphire Range and exceed 2,900 m (9,500
ft) in the more rugged Bitterroot Range. North of Hamilton, the valley averages about 11 km (7
miles) in width. The upper portion o f the valley south o f Hamilton is considerably narrower.
Four general morphological zones are recognized within the Bitterroot Valley (U.S. Soil
Conservation Service 1951, 2; McMurtrey et al. 1972, 8-11). These zones are the floodplain of
the Bitterroot River, low fan terraces, high west-side terraces, and high Tertiary benches on the
east side. The floodplain is a band of intricately-channeled sandy and gravelly alluvium often
approaching 5 km (3 miles) in width. Low terraces found on both sides of the valley generally
consist of alluvial fans built by tributary creeks. Dissected remnants of higher terrace surfaces
exist along both the east and west valley margins.

Hydrologie Summary
Runoff in the Bitterroot River is highest in the spring, with about 55 percent of the river's
annual discharge occurring in May and June (McMurtrey et al. 1972, 34). Numerous tributaries
emerge from the mountain canyons along the valley margins. Except for some westside streams
in May and June, the tributaries are mostly dry in their lower courses because o f diversions for
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irrigation and rapid seepage into the unconsolidated terrace alluvium (McMurtrey et al. 1972,
63). Alluvial aquifers in the valley are generally unconfined and interconnected, although the
configuration of water-bearing layers in the heterogeneous valley fill is highly variable (Uthman
1988, 81). Water-bearing layers ranging from unconfined to confined at depths of from a few
inches to hundreds of feet were reported by Finstick (1986,19). Permeability is highest in
alluvium o f the low Quaternary terraces and floodplain. McMurtrey et al. (1972, 57) reported
transmissivity values derived from time-draw down data in excess of 100,000 gallons per day per
foot (13,400 ft^/d) on the low eastside terraces. Slug tests conducted at monitoring wells at the
Bitterroot Valley Sanitary Landfill near Victor yielded similar hydraulic properties (ChenNorthem 1989, 18). At this location, a hydraulic conductivity of 75 feet per day was calculated
for a shallow water-bearing unit in low terrace alluvium.
Groundwater circulation is predominantly away from the valley margins toward the
valley center where flow turns northward and discharges into the Bitterroot River (Finstick 1986,
37; Uthman 1988, 52; McMurtrey et al. 1972, 54). Recharge is primarily by infiltration of
tributary streams into the coarse terrace alluvium and by seepage from irrigation ditches,
particularly on the east side during the summer (McMurtrey et ai. 1972, 42; Uthman 1988, 59;
Finstick 1986, 84). Groundwater levels respond to tributary and irrigation ditch recharge by
rising rapidly in May and June, remaining fairly high throughout the irrigation season, and

,

declining after irrigation ends (McMurtrey et al. 1972, 59; Uthman 1988, 57).

j

Climate and Vegetation
The climate in the valley is characterized by cool summers, generally light precipitation,
little wind, and relatively mild winters. At Hamilton, the average January temperature is 24,9
degrees Fahrenheit (F), the average July temperature is 66.0 degrees F (National Climatic Data
Center at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/normals/meantemp.nml). Annual precipitation
averages 32.3 cm (12.72 inches) (NCDC at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/coop-precip/
montana.txt). Precipitation increases with elevation along the valley margins and exceeds 150
cm (60 inches) near the mountain summits. Spring is the wettest time of year in the valley, with
about 25 percent o f the annual precipitation falling in May and June. Annual precipitation totals
and seasonal temperatures commonly deviate considerably from the mean (McMurtrey et al.
1972, 5).
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Native vegetation in the valley includes grasses, found primarily on the terraces and low
mountain slopes o f the east side, and several forest associations. Alpine Fir, Douglas Fir,
Spruce, and Lodgepole Pine grow in the higher mountains. At low elevations and on southern
exposures, forests are primarily composed of Ponderosa Pine and Douglas Fir. Stands of
cottonwood, willow species, and various conifers are common on the floodplain of the Bitterroot
River (US Soil Conservation Service 1951, 5).
Soils within the valley area differ widely. Shallow gravelly soils developed on alluvial
gravels mantled with varying depths of fine sandy earth predominate on the floodplain and low
terraces (US Soil Conservation Service 1951,19).

Structural Geology
The Bitterroot Valley is a structural trough formed during the late Cretaceous
emplacement o f the Idaho batholith (McMurtrey et al. 1972; Ross 1950; Hyndman and Talbot
1975). The Bitterroot Mountains are composed of granitic rocks of the Idaho batholith,
metamorphics associated with the batholith, and remnants of Pre-Cambrian sediments of the Belt
series. The Idaho batholith, predominantly gray quartz monzonite with small stocks of
granodiorite and anorthite, forms the core of the Bitterroot Range. A veneer of gneissic
metamorphics about 600 m (2,000 ft) thick (McMurtrey et al. 1972, 14) drape the range's eastern
front. Referred to as "border-zone gneiss," these rocks are believed to have been formed by
compressive stress during emplacement of the Idaho batholith (Pardee 1950, Ross 1950).
The Sapphire mountains are composed primarily of Belt rocks, as well as localized
occurrences o f granitic stocks associated with the Idaho batholith (McMurtrey et al. 1972,14).
Outcrops o f Belt series rock include the dark-gray quartzites and quartzitic argillites of the
Ravalli group and the Newland formation, mostly dark-bluish-gray argillaceous limestones and
limy argillites. Early Tertiary volcanic rocks occur locally along margins of the valley and
mountains (McMurtrey et al. 1972, 12).
The unusually straight front o f the Bitterroot Range is frequently interpreted as a zone of
large-scale faulting. Its configuration has been variously interpreted as representing a normal
fault that elevated the range and lowered the valley (Pardee 1950, 390), an east-dipping thrust
fault (Langton 1935, 37), or as a dip slope requiring no genetic relationship to a fault (Ross 1950,
136). A more recent interpretation o f the valley's structural development involves the

displacement o f a "Sapphire tectonic block." According to this theory, a block of Belt rock 100
km by 75 km (62 miles by 47 miles) in plan and 10-15 km (8 miles) thick broke loose to slide
down the eastern flank o f the rising Idaho batholith 80 million years ago (Hyndman 1975,403).
It is suggested that a movement of at least 25 km (16 miles) to the east occurred along a layer of
weakness provided by the border-zone gneiss.
Regardless o f its mode of origin, the Bitterroot Valley shows little sign of recent tectonic
activity. Undisturbed valley fill indicates that movement since the early Pliocene has either been
slight or that the valley floor moved as a single unit (McMurtrey et al. 1972, 31; Ross 1950,
168).

Surfîcial Geology
The structural basin of the Bitterroot Valley has accumulated a considerable thickness of
Tertiary sediments capped in most places by a layer of Quaternary materials.

Tertiary
Geophysical evidence suggests the Tertiary fill may approach 1,220 m (4,000 ft) in
thickness at some locations (Lankston 1975, 3). The Tertiary section is highly variable,
consisting mostly of the gravelly Six-Mile Creek formation and the finer-grained Renova
formation (Uthman 1988, 16). McMurtrey et al. (1972, 16-18) describe the Tertiary sediments in
the valley as coarse colluvium near the mountains fronts grading to finer-grained alluvial fan
deposits that interfinger with floodplain silt and clay containing lenses of channel sand and some
gravel. Channel deposit o f the ancestral Bitterroot River lie beneath the valley center. Tertiary
sediments outcrop abundantly only on the high terraces of the east side where exposed deposits
are primarily semiconsolidated silts and clay lenses of the Renova formation.

Quaternary
An average thickness of about 12 m (40 ft) of Quaternary alluvium overlies the Tertiary
strata; the ends of the high Tertiary terrace surfaces on the east and most of the high western
terrace surfaces are capped by early to mid-Pleistocene alluvium, while the low terraces and
floodplain are composed of late Pleistocene to Holocene alluvium (McMurtrey et al. 1972, 26).
The Quaternary alluvium of the high terraces is composed of unconsolidated sediments of
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fluvial, glaciofluvial, and glaciolacustrine origin ranging from clays to erratic boulders. Glacial
moraines occur on the west side o f the valley south of Victor. The tills and outwash deposits are
early to late Bull Lake in age. Later, Pinedale glaciers were largely confined to the canyons
behind older moraines (Uthman 1988, 34). Low terrace alluvium occurs as outwash fans below
the mouths o f tributaries from both sides of the valley. These fans coalesce below the margins of
intervening high terraces. The low terraces are coarsest near the tributary canyons, where they
are composed o f boulders and gravel, and grade to gravel, coarse sand, silt, and clay with
distance from the canyon mouths (McMurtrey et al. 1972,26). Floodplain alluvium is mostly
well-rounded gravel and sand derived mainly from the edges of adjacent terraces and fans (U.S.
Soil Conservation Service 1951, 2 ; McMurtrey et al. 1972,26).

CHAPTER 3

DATA AND METHODS

The study area was divided into 45 longitudinal partitions averaging approximately 1.5
km in length (Figures 6A-6F). Partition boundaries were chosen to coincide with changes in
valley or river morphology where possible. Each o f the partitions was separately evaluated in
terms o f several morphological channel and valley bottom parameters derived from aerial
photography, surveyed valley cross sections, and analysis of digital elevation models. Data
taken from aerial photography was also differentiated according to the year of the photography.

Aerial Photography
Aerial photographs from 1987 covering the entire study area at a scale of 1:40,000 were
obtained at the University of Montana Department o f Geography. A complete set o f 1:20,000
photographs from 1955 was available at the Bitterroot Conservation District of the Montana
Department o f Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC). The combined collections at the
DNRC and the Stevensville Ranger District of the Bitterroot National Forest provided nearly
complete 1937 coverage at a scale of 1:20,000. Coverage over two short reaches in the far
southern portion of the study area (corresponding to partitions 38, 39, 44, and 45) was
unavailable for the 1937 photographs. Tosca computer software was used to digitize features
from these photographs into a format for GIS analysis. Photographic distortion and physical
limitations in control points accuracy will necessarily produce some positional error for digitized
features. Root-mean-square (RMS) errors returned by the digitizing software were less than 10
meters for 32 o f 46 photographs digitized. Most o f the 14 photographs that resulted in larger
RMS errors were from the 1937 set, which were often damaged and contained few usable control
point features. Five photographs from this set yielded unacceptable RMS errors o f 30,40,42,
11
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48, and 55 meters which required digital resampling before the separate files could be
concatenated into a single coverage. O f the three photo sets digitized, the 1955 coverage has the
highest resolution and accuracy owing to its large scale, adequate control points, and good
physical condition o f the photographs.
Features classified and digitized included all recognizable active and inactive stream
channels, areas o f bare bed material, vegetated islands and bars, tributary channels, canals, and
terrace scarps. Field observation revealed that, of the many small anastomosing channels that
characterize the study area, some are distinctly narrow and irregular in plan whereas others are
gravelly and follow more arcuate paths. The narrower channels frequently have fine-grained,
well-vegetated banks and lack coarse bed material. These differences are readily distinguishable
on the aerial photographs as well, so channels could be classified according to their morphology
during digitizing. Channels and other features visible on the aerial photographs were classified
into the following categories:
1. Thalweg: The deepest channel of the main river bed, where discharge is maintained at low
flow.
2. Braid Belt: A polygonal feature defined as the region occupied by washed bed material
and essentially lacking vegetation.
3. Overflow channels: Ephemeral light colored gravelly swales that exit the braid belt and
arc a short distance over the floodplain before terminating or re-entering the braid belt.
4. Secondary channels: Relatively narrow, stable, often sinuous channels outside the braid
belt and lacking a visible gravel bed.
5. Capillary channels: Similar to secondary channels but distinguished from them on aerial
photographs by frequent and irregular bifurcation, smaller scale, and lack of continuity.
They may dissipate into the floodplain before reaching a topological connecting point
with the larger channel network.
6. Tributary channels: These occur on the terrace surfaces above the floodplain. Upon
reaching the valley bottom, tributary channels may enter the braid belt directly or merge
with the network o f minor floodplain channels.
7. Canals: Irrigation ditches were classified separately. In some areas natural channels have
been modified for irrigation.
8. Bar islands: These are small vegetated areas lying within the braid belt. They are assumed
to be the product of bar deposition within the active channel.
9. Islands: Areas surrounded by braid belt are considered true islands when their large size,
irregular shape, and well-established vegetation suggest they are remnants o f the
floodplain surface that have been circumscribed by channel incision.
10. Scarps: Apparent terrace scarps were digitized.
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Once in digital format, these channel and floodplain features were introduced into
Atlas GIS for multi-layer viewing and extraction of spatial statistics and into Idrisi for rasterbased analysis.

DNRC/NRCS Data
The 500-year floodplain o f the Bitterroot River within the study area was mapped by the
DNRC and the U.S. Natural Resources and Conservation Service (NRCS) as part o f a flood
hazard analysis (Bitterroot Conservation District 1995), This floodplain was used to define the
valley bottom for this study. The mapped flood-hazard area was digitized and divided into
sections conforming to the 45 study area partitions. Multiple elevation surveys at cross sections
across the Bitterroot Valley bottom were conducted for the DNRC study, more than 100 of
which fall within the study area. Staff at the NRCS formatted these cross sections and associated
hydrologie data for use with the WSP2 computer program (National Engineering Handbook
1993) to model water surface elevations. The cross-section data and the WSP2 software were
obtained to estimate bankfull water surface elevations at each location. Boundaries for the 45
study area partitions had been chosen so that a surveyed cross section lay near the partition mid
point. This allowed representative hydrologie parameters such as bankfull depth, bankfull width,
width/depth ratio, and entrenchment ratio to be derived for each partition. In addition, most
partition boundaries coincide with surveyed cross sections as well. Estimated bankfull water
elevations at partition boundaries were used to determine the elevation lost over the lengths of
each stream partition. The bankfull water surface level was also assumed to approximate the
elevation o f the floodplain. This method is far more accurate than estimating floodplain and
water surface elevations from topographic maps.

Estimation o f Bankfull Water Surface Elevation
Data required by the WSP2 program includes estimates of Manning’s n, energy loss
parameters, slopes, and terms related to discharges for floods of the recurrence intervals of
interest. These parameters were supplied by NRCS staff. As provided, the WSP2 input file
included discharge terms to estimate water surface elevations for floods of 2-, 5-, 10-, 50-, 100-,
and 500-year recurrence intervals. However, bankfull discharge is considered to have an average
recurrence interval o f 1.5 years (Leopold et al. 1964, 319), so a new discharge term
corresponding to that interval was introduced into the data set. According to documentation
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provided with the WSP2 program (National Engineering Handbook 1993), drainage area and
discharge per unit area for flood events of interest are among the inputs required by the software.
However, NRCS staff devised an alternative method in which the 100-year flood discharge at
each cross section is inserted into the data set in place of drainage area.
The 100-year flood discharge values were calculated from the following regional
relationship (Bitterroot Conservation District 1995, F-1):
l%Qp = (Darby l%Qp)(A/1049)® *^*
Darby l%Qp is the 100-year flood discharge at the USGS stream gaging station on the Bitterroot
River near Darby, and is estimated by the NRCS at 13,600 cfs (385 cms); A is the drainage area
in square miles at the cross section being analyzed. The resulting discharge figures were inserted
into the WSP2 input file in the place o f drainage area. However, these discharge figures are
larger than the actual drainage area by a factor of 11 or 12, depending on the individual cross
section location. NRCS staff compensated by dividing discharges per unit area for each flood
recurrence interval by an equivalent factor. The derived coefficient was inserted into the WSP2
input file in the place o f discharge per unit area.
To model the 1.5-year flood, a similar discharge coefficient corresponding to that
recurrence interval was derived. Stream gaging data for the Darby gage as well as other stations
on the Bitterroot River were obtained from the Montana Surface-water Data Retrieval Page on
the USGS internet server at http://h2o.usgs.gov/swr/MT/. Discharge for the 1.5-year flood was
estimated for the Darby gage by fitting annual peak flow data from 1937 through 1994 (Table 1)
to a Log-Pearson III probability distribution curve as described by Gordon et al. (1992, 355-62)
using the Floodfrq module o f Aquapak software (Center for Environmental Applied Hydrology).
This curve provided a good fit (Figure 2) and good agreement with discharge values estimated
by the NRCS. The curve yielded a 1.5-year flood discharge o f 4,600 cfs (130 cms), which
produced a 1.5-year discharge coefficient of 0.34. Computation o f the coefficient was as
follows:
Ci.5 = C2 * Qbf/ Q2
Cj 5 is the 1.5-year flood discharge coefficient, C2 is the 2-year flood discharge coefficient, Q^f
is the estimated 1.5-year discharge, and Q2 is the estimated 2-year flood discharge. The 2-year
discharge coefficient and the 2-year flood discharge were computed by the NRCS as 0.44 and
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5,970 cfs (169 cms), respectively. The new discharge coefficient was inserted into the WSP2
input file.
The cross-sectional profiles were also used to identify elevated areas within the
floodplain above the reach of river processes. Water levels for the 500-year flood stage as
reported in the NRCS study were plotted on the cross sections. Areas projecting above this level
are identified as possible remnants of a former slightly higher floodplain level. As the bottom
area o f the Bitterroot Valley commonly exceeds 2 km in width and topographic relief is low,
flood waters during large events will cover a wide area. It was expected that extreme increases
in flow discharge will produce only modest increases in flood depth. This expectation is
confirmed by water surface elevations modeled for large flood events by the NRCS. For
example, surface elevations reported for the 100-year flood are generally within inches of
elevations reported for the 500-year event (Bitterroot Conservation District 1995, D-2).
Considering the vast discharge that would be necessary to significantly raise the water level in
many parts o f the study area, it is assumed that the reported 500-year flood elevations represent
something approaching a practical maximum for flood depth.

Figure 2: Frequency Curve of Annual Floods near Darby.
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Digital Elevation Model Analysis
Valley bounding scarps identified through morphometric filtering o f a digital elevation
model (DEM) assisted in locating a non-arbitrary valley centerline along which valley distance
could be measured. Silouet, an Idrisi-compatible software module developed at the University of
Montana by John Donahue, analyzes raster coverages in Idrisi image format to identify breaks in
slope. The module sequentially evaluates pixel values within all 3-by-3 pixel subsets of the
image, assigning a new value to the center pixel of each subset. The new pixel value
corresponds to one o f nine possible slope shape classes based on the profiles exhibited by pixel

Table 1; Annual Peak Flow on the Bitterroot River near Darby
Station name : BITTERRCXJT RIVER NEAR DARBY, MT.
Station number: 12344000
latitude (degrees, minutes, and seconds).....45 58 20
longitude (degrees, minutes, and seconds).... 114 08 26
drainage area (square miles)................. 1049.00
gage datum (feet above NGVD)................. 3942.10
base discharge................................2500.00
Data are available via the World-Wide Web at http://h2o.usgs.gov/swr/MT/

Date

Discharge
(cfs)

05/29/1938
04/30/1939
05/12/1940
05/13/1941
05/26/1942
05/31/1943
05/31/1944
06/01/1945
05/28/1946
05/09/1947
05/29/1948
05/16/1949
06/17/1950
05/24/1951
06/07/1952
06/13/1953
05/21/1954
06/15/1955
05/24/1956
05/11/1957

5480
4920
3360
2420
5930
6820
3060
3960
4060
11500
11300
7440
6930
7080
5520
8200
7420
6770
10500
6030

Annual Peak Discharge
Date
Discharge
(cfs)
05/23/1958
06/07/1959
06/04/1960
05/27/1961
06/14/1962
05/25/1963
06/08/1964
06/12/1965
05/29/1966
05/24/1967
06/03/1968
05/20/1969
06/05/1970
05/29/1971
06/03/1972
05/20/1973
06/17/1974
06/16/1975
05/11/1976
06/07/1977

7870
6850
6780
6240
4370
5590
9450
7070
2960
8750
5820
6780
8470
8670
10500
2950
11100
7810
9080
2820

Date

06/08/1978
05/27/1979
06/13/1980
05/26/1981
05/27/1982
05/29/1983
05/31/1984
05/24/1985
05/30/1986
05/01/1987
05/25/1988
05/11/1989
06/11/1990
06/07/1991
05/07/1992
05/21/1993
05/13/1994

Discharge
(cfs)

7160
5990
3430
5200
9000
6190
7560
3470
7560
2760
3750
4370
3540
4870
2180
4590
2630
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values in the horizontal grid direction. Convex, concave, and straight slope profiles are
distinguished according to their direction of descent; additional classes identify thalwegs, peaks,
and flat areas. The DEM image analyzed was a concatenated mosaic of nine 30-meter pixel
resolution DEM quadrangles covering the study area. When run with a tolerance limit o f 2
meters and reclassified to enhance concave and convex breaks in slope, scarps bounding the
valley bottom were plainly visible in areas where no such feature could be picked up on a
1:24,000 topographic map.
The valley centerline, along which distances used to calculate valley gradient and stream
sinuosity were measured, was located midway between the bounding scarps as much as possible.
In some areas where the bounding scarps are separated by an extremely wide valley floor, the
centerline falls outside the valley bottom area defined by the 500-year floodplain. In these
instances, the centerline position was adjusted to fall within the boundaries of this floodplain.
Thus, valley distance was measured along a line occupying the same general part of the valley as
the stream. This step insures that the radius of curvature around valley bends is similar for the
centerline and the stream course.

Database Variables
An extensive database o f morphological and hydrological variables developed through
the methods described above is presented in Appendix C. Abbreviated variable names are
defined in Appendix B. Most variables were calculated both for individual partitions and for the
study area as a whole. Database variables include:
1. Valley bottom area (BotA): Derived from the 500-year flood hazard area mapped by the
DNRC.
2. Longitudinal valley distance (Dsb_v): Length of valley centerline, determined by
analysis o f digital elevation models.
3. Mean valley bottom width (BotW): Bottom area divided by valley distance.
4. Valley gradient (Grad_v): Differences in bankfull water surface elevations divided by
valley distances.
5. Stream distances ($137, S155, S187): Shortest downstream distances possible within the
braid belts for each year mapped.
6. Stream gradients (Grad37, Grad55, Grad87): Differences in bankfull water surface
elevations divided by stream distances.
7. Sinuosity (Sin37, Sin55, Sin87): Stream distances divided by valley distance.
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8. Area of braid belt for each year mapped (BBA37, BBA55, BBA87).
9. Mean width o f braid belt for each year mapped (BB37, BB55, BB87).
10. Changes in mean width o f braid belt through time (BB3755, BB5587).
11. Percent changes in mean braid belt width through time (Per3755, Per5587).
12. Changes in braid belt centroid position through time (X3755, X5587): Vector polygons
o f the braid belt were converted to raster patches in Idrisi with a spatial resolution o f 30
meters. An Idrisi module provided centroid coordinates for the patches.
Because the river trends almost due north over most o f its length, lateral centroid
movement was approximated by changes in the UTM X coordinate of successive
centroid positions. It is recognized that the accuracy of calculated centroid positions is
also limited by both the spatial resolution of the raster image and the error introduce by
photographic distortion and during digitizing. An interval o f plus or minus 50 meters in
centroid position is assumed to embrace most o f the positional error. Another difficulty
arose in comparing centroid positions for the 1937-1955 time period in partitions 20
through 16 where the 1937 braid belt was discontinuous (Figure 7) and where it was
split around a large island in later years (Figure 6D). The channel and island
configuration in this area is described in greater detail in Chapter IV, Qualitative
Descriptions and Observations. Slight widenings o f the thalweg to braid belt status in
areas where the 1937 braid belt was lacking results in substantial centroid displacements
even where the channel positions remained static. To compensate, centroid positions
were determined individually for each of the 1955 braid belt branches. Only the
position o f the east or west branch, depending on the whether an open branch o f the
1937 braid belt existed on the east or west side of the large island, was used to calculate
centroid movement from 1937 to 1955.
13. Percent o f area overlapped by braid belts for different years (Per_o3755, Per_o5587,
Per_o3787).
14. Number o f channels intersecting a transverse valley cross section located near the
middle o f each partition (BC).
15. Bankfiill width, depth, and width-to-depth ratio (Width_bf, Dep bf, W/D): From DNRC
cross sections and estimated bankfull water surface elevation. Obtained values for
width-to-depth ratios appear to be extraordinarily high in many cases. This may be
partly due to the orientation o f surveyed cross sections with regard to the river channels.
The water surface widths o f all channels containing water at the bankfull stage are
included in the total water surface width value. Cross sections were oriented
perpendicular to the main river channel as much as possible. However, many o f the
minor channels intersecting the section profiles have diverse orientations and may have
their widths dramatically overestimated. Alternatively, the WSP2 model may have
overestimated the bankfull water level, causing the bankfull flood to spill out over a
considerably wider area than is the true case. Regardless o f any overestimation, it is
nonetheless clear that bankfull flow widths and width-to-depth ratios found along this
river are large.
16. Entrenchment ratio (EtrenchR): The water surface width at double the bankfull water
depth divided by the bankfull water surface width. Water surface width at two times
bankfull depth was determined from DNRC cross sections and bankfull water surface
elevations obtained from the WSP2 model.
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17. Total length o f each channel type (CapD, OvrD, SecD, TrbD); Total lengths of
capillary, overflow, secondary, and tributary channels were extracted for feature
digitized from the 1955 photographs. The 1955 photographs are o f larger scale than the
1987 set and are o f better quality and more complete than the 1937 set.
18. Numbers and areas of vegetated bars for each year (Bars37, BarA3 7, Bars55, BarA55,
Bars87, BarA87).
19. Areas o f floodplain islands for each year (IslA37, IslA55, IslA87).
It was originally proposed that channel topology would be evaluated according to metrics
suggested by Howard et al. (1970). However, the broad range of channel scales observed in this
study and the tendency for certain channels to start and end abruptly rather than connect to a
topologically intact network made this type of analysis impractical. Similarly, the use of
proposed metrics concerning the numbers of and distributions o f branching and reuniting nodes
within partitions was abandoned. Large-scale nodes o f the main river channels were too few to
be manipulated statistically, while the small-scale nodes among the floodplain channelets
appeared in huge numbers and on a continuum o f scale defying classification.
Not all variables in the database were subjected to statistical analysis. Excluded were
some measurements used to calculate derived variables, such as the area and distance
measurements used to calculate mean widths of braid belts and bottoms. Also excluded from
statistical analysis were many hydraulic variables, such as bankfull discharge and depth. This
study focuses on a scale o f morphology embracing an entire valley bottom rather than attempting
to describe river behavior in terms o f in-channel hydraulic geometry. Most in-channel hydraulic
parameters are included in the data base primarily to provide context or to allow descriptive
classification according to the Rosgen system. Analysis of channel geometry is most effective
when applied to a system where discharge is confined to a measurable channel. In a complex
multi-channel system such as the anastomosed reaches of the Bitterroot River, both the locations
o f charmel response and the fraction of total system discharge involved with any particular
channel location are highly-variable.

Statistical Analysis
Selected variables were introduced into the SPSS statistical software package for
statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics and standardized scores were generated to assist in
identifying outliers and distribution characteristics. Correlation matrices using Pearson’s
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product-moment correlation coefficient were generated for all variables over both the entire
study area and subsets o f the study area. Discrete variables or those with markedly multi-modal
or skewed distributions were also evaluated in a non-parametric context using Kendall's tau
correlation statistic. These variables include the total lengths of overflow and capillary channels
per partition and the number of bars per partition. Analysis o f this database was complicated by
the fact that some o f its variables are affected by longitudinal position along the river's length
more than others. On one hand, variables such as braid belt width, bottom width, total length of
channel classes, sinuosity, and numbers of bars fluctuate throughout the study area and do not
exhibit the kind o f clear downstream relationship seen with many hydraulic factors. Gradient, on
the other hand, is predicted by the theories of hydraulic geometry and observed to be strongly
related to downstream distance.

Synthesis o f Valley Gradient Indices
SVGR. In an attempt to remove the effect of downstream position in evaluating valley
gradient, two additional variables were synthesized. The first o f these variables was developed
by the writer and named SVGR (standardized valley gradient residuals). Longitudinal stream or
valley profiles are generally regarded as being concave to the sky. The elevation o f a point along
an idealized stream profile can be described in terms of its distance downstream by a power
function in the general form:

H = dLP
where H is height, L is stream distance in miles, d is related to bed particle size, and the
exponent p has a typical value of 0.6 (Hack 1957, 72). Before applying this equation to a valley
gradient, the relationship between valley gradient and stream gradient must be considered. The
two gradients are related by the sinuosity of the stream, which equals the ratio o f valley gradient
to stream gradient. Sinuosity is not among the hydraulic variables generally expected to exhibit
systematic downstream changes. Valley gradient and stream gradient then differ only in the
scale o f the longitudinal axis, and may be considered to be qualitatively similar. However, the
longitudinal valley profile through most of the study area shows substantially less concavity than
this ideal curve (Figure 3). The mild convexity observed over the upper three-quarters o f the
profile requires that the power function exponent for this reach o f valley be nearer to 1 than is
typical. Slope, the rate o f change o f height with distance, is the first derivative o f H and
approaches a constant value over distance when p approaches 1. In other words, the rate at
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which slope changes through the study area is expected to be relatively small and the
downstream relationship between slope and distance may be reasonably approximated by a
straight line, A linear regression between slope and valley distance resulted in a good linear fit
(Figure 4) with R = .906 and a standard error of the estimate o f .000405. The regression line is
defined by:
Y = -4.03*10

+ .004335

Residuals fi*om this regression were saved and standardized to create SVGR. This variable
provides an index o f how steep or flat a valley partition is relative to the gradient expected at the
partition’s downstream position. Overly steep areas have SVGR values of 1 or more, while
overly flat areas score -1 or less.

F igure 3; Longitudinal Valley Elevation Profile.
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Sk. The second synthetic variable expressing relative valley gradient in this study is the
gradient index, k, proposed by Hack (1973,421). This mathematically-derived index was
developed to allow gradient comparison between streams of differing magnitudes. It is defined
as:
k = SL
where S is slope and L is the distance downstream from the drainage divide. K-values were
calculated for each partition on the Bitterroot River. Determination of an appropriate distance
from the headward study area boundary to the watershed divide is somewhat ambiguous.
Although distance from the divide is a factor in determining the height and slope at points along
a stream, the nature of a downstream profile is also a function of any departures in normal
concavity that may have occurred in upstream reaches. If the headwaters of a stream are, for
example, of abnormally gentle gradient, downstream reaches will be at an elevated level relative
to the level predicted by an ideal curve until a knickpoint is reached. The relevant downstream
distance when considering such an elevated downstream profile may be an effective distance
related to elevation loss rather than the actual downstream distance. The actual valley distance
above Darby is estimated at perhaps 60 km (38 miles). K-values calculated using this actual
distance do not conform to observed characteristics of the study area profile (Figure 3), such as
the clear relative flatness o f the upper reaches, a less pronounced flattening in the lower valley,
and a zone o f higher relative gradient between. A longer portion o f Bitterroot profile has shown
that this trend toward more pronounced flattening in the upper valley extends for at least 10 km
(6 miles) upstream of the current study area limit (Cartier 1984, 59). K-values based on a 60-km
upstream valley length indicate a high relative gradient in the partitions near the upper study area
limit. This is clearly not the case. Several trials were necessary to establish that an upstream
valley distance of 40 km (25 miles) produces k-values that best reflect properties of the study
area profile. To facilitate comparison with other variables, the resulting k-values were
standardized. The standardized variable is denoted by Sk (Standardized k) Relative gradient
characteristics o f the study area as determined by SVGR and Sk are in close agreement. The
distribution of relatively high and low gradients and the magnitudes of the differences indicated
are essentially the same for either method (Figure 5). Slightly higher Sk values in the central
part o f the study area may better represent the observed profile form than does SVGR.
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F igure 4: Valley Gradient versus Downstream Distance.
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Field Observation
The general condition of the river, its banks, and portions o f its floodplain were inspected
through the full length o f the study area during July and August of 1996. An inflatable kayak
provided access into areas surrounded by private property or lacking roads. Stream banks were
inspected at frequent intervals to determine if any systematic changes in bank material could be
detected. Field characterization of the bank material consisted o f evaluation of texture,
consistency, and plasticity (Buol et al. 1989,43). Sediment samples were collected, but no
further analysis was performed as preliminary inspection revealed no systematic spatial
differences in the materials. Additional parameters noted during field inspection included
differences in bank morphology, bank and floodplain vegetation, the presence and forms of
channel branches, floodplain microrelief, changes in bed materials, and artificial structures. A
Trimble GeoExplorer GPS unit was used in conjunction with differential correction to accurately
georeference field observations.

Well Level Data
Static water level measurements for approximately 500 wells in the Bitterroot Valley
were obtained from the USGS office in Helena, Montana. Their locations were given as US
Public Lands Survey parcels ranging from 2.5 to 40 acres (1-16 ha). Parcels were located on
USGS quadrangles to identify wells occurring on the valley bottom or on adjacent low terraces.

CHAPTER 4

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONS

This chapter contains descriptions of selected morphological properties found in the study
area. The large area being discussed require that its description be generalized and limited.
More detailed, inclusive, and site-specific information is given as partition-by partition
descriptions comprising Appendix A, where each of the 45 partitions is discussed individually.

Channel Morphology
The channel network along much o f the Bitterroot River contains a diverse spectrum of
channel types that occur over a large scale range. The largest feature is the river’s main stem,
which can be described as a braided gravel-bed stream with intermittent single-thread reaches.
At a more detailed level o f resolution, numerous active and inactive sinuous channels with fine
grained, well-vegetated banks are seen. Their scale ranges from that of a main stem channel to
micro-features observable only in the field. These smaller sinuous channels, as well as some
bifurcated branches of the main stem channel separated by expanses of floodplain, give the river
an anastomosing character in many locations.
Along most portions o f the river a linear zone of bare bed material lacking significant
vegetation is clearly visible in aerial photographs. This area contains the river's low-water
thalweg and large expanses o f bed-load deposits and is referred to in this study as the river's
braid belt. Stabilized bars with established vegetation and braid anabranches are found within the
braid belt. The braid belt ranges from less than 30 meters (100 ft) to more than half a kilometer
(0.3 miles) in width. It is bounded either by a slightly higher and somewhat more densely
vegetated floodplain area, or where the braid belt is located at a margin o f the valley bottom, by
a relatively high escarpment at the foot of a Quaternary or Tertiary valley terrace. The
25
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floodplain surface adjacent to the braid belt may contain overflow channels. These appear on
aerial photographs as light colored gravelly swales that exit the braid belt and arc a short distance
over the floodplain before reuniting with the braid belt. Though usually dry, their bare beds
indicate they have carried flood waters recently. Overflow channels may also terminate on the
floodplain or become increasingly incised in the downstream direction. They may emerge from
the braid belt on the insides o f bends as wide swales or splays of channel material, and
progressively develop into a number of somewhat deeper thalwegs and finally individual
channels before re-entering the braid belt on the downstream side of the bend. Rather than
returning directly to the braid belt, overflow discharge may also be captured by portions of the
channel system outside the braid belt.
Occupying a moderate position in the hierarchy o f channel scales are relatively narrow,
stable, often sinuous channels that are visible on aerial photographs cutting across the floodplain
for long distances outside the limits o f the braid belt. Channels o f this type are referred to in this
study as secondary channels. Other defining characteristics of this channel type are a lack of
bars or other visible bed material and the presence of continuous water in the channel. They are
traceable upstream to an exit point from the braid belt or to a tributary channel entering the
floodplain. They often grow in discharge in the downstream direction by ground water additions
or by capturing flow from a range of other minor channels. They eventually discharge into the
braid belt at their downstream ends. As secondary channels become smaller and more
discontinuous, they grade into an end-member channel class defined in this study as capillaries
(Figure A-2). Capillary channels are also narrow sinuous or irregular channels containing little or
no coarse material. They are distinguished from secondary channels on the aerial photographs
by frequent and irregular bifurcation in both the upstream and downstream directions, smaller
scale, and lack o f continuity. They typically disappear into the floodplain when traced for a
distance upstream. Water may or may not be present in the channel. In the field, capillary
channels are often seen to terminate at their upstream ends at steep headcuts in the fine-grained
vertical accretion deposits o f the floodplain (Figure A-1). Water may be observed emerging at
the base o f the headcut. The channel downstream of the headcut may be on the order o f 3-4
meters (10-13 ft) wide and 2 meters (6 ft) deep with steep fine-grained banks. One or more
much smaller rills may continue up-gradient beyond the channel headcut. In some parts of the
floodplain, capillary channels, isolated scour pits, and small rills occur in complex irregular
networks. It is suspected that some of these types of capillary channels are created and
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maintained to some extent by effluent groundwater or hyporheic discharge on the floodplain.
Whether they serve as incipient channels that are later enlarged to secondary or even main stem
proportions is an open question. In places, channels classified as capillary channels appear to be
remnants o f larger channels that have mostly filled. For example, broadly arcing capillaries
common in the vicinity of the Lee Metcalf Wildlife Refuge probably represent cut off and
abandoned bends in the main stem.
Extreme morphological differences are seen between the capillary and braid belt endmembers in the spectrum of channel form within this network. But despite their great
differences, it is also possible to bridge the gap with intermediate forms or individual channels
whose characteristics change longitudinally. It appears that the channels of many Bitterroot
River reaches represent a composite system in which a semi-independent floodplain discharge
network is superimposed on a braided channel network, However, it is unclear to what extent
these two components respond independently to different variables and what extent they interact
and influence one another.

Nodes of Braid Beit Branching
Locations where the braid belt divides into multiple subparallel braid belts separated by
large permanent islands are relatively few. Nine such points, or branching nodes, exist within
the study area. They seem to persist through time. Branching nodes show little tendency to
migrate or change configuration. Changes in the presence of branches or islands occur only
where an existing braid belt branch nairows to the point o f losing "braid belt" status or where a
secondary channel widens enough to achieve that status. The positions of the channels remain
constant; only their magnitudes change. Major branch nodes are found in partitions 31, 24, 23,
21, 17-18, and 5. Additional minor nodes occur in partitions 14, 20, and 22. The reach spanning
partition 24 through 21 clearly shows a concentration o f branching activity (Figure 6C). The
node in partition 21 is unique in being a three-way node, and defines the southern tip o f the
"Large Island" area extending for nearly 8 km (5 miles) downstream near Victor (Figure 6D).
The nodes in partitions 31 and 5 are associated with short, relatively isolated zones of
anastomosis. Adjacent reaches are predominantly single-thread (Figures 6B and 6F). Details of
these nodal areas are provided in the partition descriptions in Appendix A.

Figure 6A: Detailed Study Area Map for 1955 and 1987* (Partitions 45-38).
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Figure 6B: Detailed Study Area Map for 1955 and 1987* (Partitions 37-29).
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Figure 6C: Detailed Study Area Map for 1955 and 1987* (Partitions 28-21).
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Figure 6D: Detailed Study Area Map for 1955 and 1987* (Partitions 21-14).
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Figure dE: Detailed Study Area Map for 1955 and 1987* (Partitions 14-6).
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Figure 6F: Detailed Study Area Map for 1955 and 1987* (Partitions 6-1).
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Braid Belt Discontinuity in 1937
The braid belt in the vicinity o f the Large Island near Victor was much narrower in 1937
than in later years. Along much o f the length of both the eastern and western branches around the
Large Island near Victor, it was so narrow that a channel bed was no longer visible on aerial
photographs and the branches were reduced to the magnitude of secondary channels. Discharge
into the western branch was so small in 1937 that no true western braid belt emerged from that
node. The western branch was devoid o f bars or other visible bed material until midway through
partition 19. As the western braid belt branch grew downstream in magnitude, the eastern branch
diminished. The 1937 eastern braid belt narrowed downstream and dispersed into a number of
secondary and capillary channels before reaching a confluence with the western braid belt
(Figure 7). The discontinuity in the eastern branch of the braid belt coupled with the
discontinuity in the western branch farther to the south constitute a break in the river as a whole
in 1937. A substantial river gradually dissipates into a background o f tiny, slack-water or even
dry gullies only to re-emerge in a different channel nearly 2 km (1.2 miles) away. Much o f the
discharge lost from the 1937 channel appears to have reached far to the east, as shown by a
kilometer-long isolated strip o f active river bed located near the eastern margin o f the bottom
more than a kilometer from the rest of the braid belt system. In later years when the braid belt
had once again established itself continuously on the western half o f the bottom, the fragmentary
remains o f the earlier dissipating channels were transformed into relatively continuous strands in
the irregular network o f capillary channels in partition 17.

Morphological Zonation
Four zones within the study area can be distinguished by clear differences in dominant
valley, stream, or floodplain morphological characteristics. These differences can be readily
observed in the field or on aerial photographs. The study area was sub-divided into:
The Darby Section from Darby to Hamilton, spanning partitions 45 through 28.
The Victor Section comprising the wide valley area between Hamilton and Stevensville,
deflned by partitions 27 through 13.
The Stevensville Section, which includes partitions 12 through 6 in the vicinity of
Stevensville.
The Lower Section in the far north o f the study area, spanning partitions 5 through 1.
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Figure 7: Braid Belt Discontinuity in 1937.
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Darby Section
The valley, bottom, and braid belt are relatively narrow in the Darby Section. Despite the
presence o f a few somewhat braided reaches, the river is generally confined to a single active
bed. This section is characterized by great variability over short distances. Extremely narrow,
single-thread river reaches alternate with wider reaches often containing lateral bars or braid
anabranches. Capillary channels are generally absent.

The Victor Section
Extreme widths of the valley, valley bottoms, and braid belts characterize the Victor
Section. Channel multiplicity is high in this section. Large excised floodplain islands separate
the braid belt into separate branches o f active bed in several locations, and the wide bottom is
intricately etched with numerous secondary and capillary channels.

The Stevensville Section
The river once again displays a predominantly straight, single-thread channel in this
reach, although the traces of former bends are apparent on aerial photographs and the bottom
may be quite wide. Capillary channels are common in the wider bottom area, frequently with an
arcuate rather than irregular plan morphology. Where the flood-prone bottom is comparatively
narrow, constrictions appear to result from either the encroachment o f the large Burnt Fork
alluvial fan on to the valley floor or containment by artificial structures. Extensive artificial
channel modification is the dominant characteristic o f this section. Evidence from field
observations, surveyed cross sections, personal testimony of residents, and photography indicate
clearly that this portion o f the river is controlled by numerous artificial structures which contain
the main stem and modify floodplain drainage. Such evidence is presented in Appendix A with
the detailed descriptions of partitions 6 through 12.

The Loyver Section
River morphology in these partitions is highly variable, ranging from a straight narrow
channel near Florence to a wide anastomosing area in partitions 4 and 5. The unifying properties
o f this section are its wide bottoms and its location north of the Stevensville Section. The
channel near Florence appears to have been substantially modified by artificial structures, but the
extent o f the modification has not been determined.
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Banks and Bank Materials
Special attention was focussed on bank characteristics during field reconnaissance.
However, no consistent trends in bank material, vegetation, or morphology was observed. Any
relationship that may exist between bank characteristics and channel form is obscure. In the
wider and more anastomosed portions o f the river, attempts to characterize the banks are
complicated by difficulty in determining whether any particular channel edge is properly
considered the river's "bank." Channel margins that appear to be the limit of the active river bed
when viewed from within the channel are often only edges of an in-channel islands. It is often
necessary to traverse several hundred meters of dry land in order to confirm whether a particular
surface is or is not an island.
Banks tended to vary only slightly in height along the river’s length. Typical Bitterroot
River banks within the study area are 1-2 meters (3-7 ft) high and nearly vertical. Higher banks
occur primarily where the river encounters the edges of the Quaternary or Tertiary valley
terraces or where it carves into tributary alluvial fans. Bank composition is locally variable, but
broadly consistent throughout the study area. Most banks are composed of coarse bed materials
ranging from sand to cobbles capped by a massive layer of loamy fines. This fine-grained layer
ranges in thickness from a few centimeters to the full thickness of the exposed bank, but it is
typically about half a meter thick. Thicker and thinner zones o f the fines layer commonly
alternate along the river's length. Thicker lenses of fines appear to represent mud-filled
abandoned channelways. In some instances this genesis of thick deposits o f fine material is clear:
bank height rises or falls according to whether the cross section exposed by the bank-cut is that
of a low mud-clogged swale or an inter-channel upland capped by thinner deposits of fine
sediment. Bank vegetation varies from well-drained areas supporting sparse grasses and weeds to
moist clayey areas o f dense brush with extensive root networks. Pine, aspen, and cottonwood
trees are common.
Discharge on the Bitterroot River was high during the 1996 run-off season. The river rose
during a February thaw and sustained a relatively high level throughout the spring. Daily mean
flow at the Darby gage attained its seventh highest level on record with a discharge of 264 cms
(9,320 cfs) on June 9. At the time of field observations in July and August of 1996, numerous
trees had toppled into the river due to undercutting bank erosion. Banks were commonly
protected by thick mats of sod draped over the bank edges where the coarse materials in the
lower part o f the bank profile had been excavated. Many of these sod mats were in the process of
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tearing free; detached chunks were commonly observed in the channel. High-angle banks and
a lack of gentle toe slopes along much of the river were indicative of bank erosion. By contrast,
the presence o f toe slopes may indicate aggradation in a stream reach (Simon et al. 1986, 118).
Toe slopes or fine-grained channel-margin deposits are present in limited portions of the study
area.

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

Results o f statistical analysis, data organization, and GIS data extraction are reported in
this chapter. Implications and interpretations of these findings are dealt with in Chapter 6.

Braid Belt Widening
GIS analysis o f aerial photographs from different years indicates that the braid belt
underwent considerable widening throughout most o f the study area in the time period between
1937 and 1955. The 1937 braid belt covered 1,179 hectares over all partitions measured (1937
photographic coverage was unavailable for partitions 38, 39,44, and 45). The average width of
the 1937 braid belt was 176 meters. When measured over the same partitions, the 1955 and 1987
braid belts covered 1,454 and 1,511 hectares for average widths of 217 and 226 meters,
respectively. This constitutes a 23.3 percent increase in width from 1937 to 1955 and a total
increase o f 28.4 percent from 1937 to 1987. Extreme increases in braid belt width following
1937 are observable for individual partitions, which commonly show 100 percent increases and
some increases in excess of 200 percent. Following 1955, braid belt width appears to have
stabilized, since only a minor net increase occurred from 1955 to 1987. The increase from 1955
to 1987 was 4.1 percent when calculated over the 41 partitions included in the 1937 data. When
all 45 partitions are included in calculating average widths for the complete coverages of 1955
and 1987, the increase is from 210 meters in 1955 to 218 meters in 1987, a 3.8 percent increase.
These relationships are summarized in Table 2. Much of the widening during 1937-1955
occurred in partitions in the Victor Section between Hamilton and Stevensville, as shown in
Figure 8. After 1955, the central valley continued to widen more than other parts of the valley,
although to a lesser degree than during the prior period. At the same time, net narrowing was
recorded in the area upstream of Hamilton (Figure 9).
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Figure 8: Braid Belt Widening per Partition, 1937 to 1955,
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Table 2: Changes in Mean Braid Belt Width Over the Entire Study Area

M ean Braid Belt
W idth Over
41 Partitions (m)

1937

1955

1987

176

217

226

210

218

Mean Braid Belt
Width Over
All Partitions (m)

Percent
Increase
1937-1955

Percent
Increase
1955-1987
4.1

23.3

28.4

3.8

Figure 10: Changes in Stream Length 1937-1955 and 1955-1987.
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Changes in Braid Beit Sinuosity
The sinuosity over the entire study area decreased during the study interval. In 1937,
sinuosity was 1.1686 for the 41 partitions available for measurement. For the same 41 partitions
in 1955 sinuosity was 1.1495 and in 1987 it was 1.1227. Total braid belt length decreased by 3.9
percent (about 3 km) between 1937 and 1987. These changes are distributed unevenly over the
length o f the stream system. Much o f the reduction took place between Hamilton and
Stevensvllle, where a 6.9 percent reduction in stream distance was recorded in partitions 13
through 27 (Figure 10). Most o f this reduction in length (6.0 percent) occurred from 1937 to
1955 during the period of extensive braid belt widening in the same area. The upper reaches of
the river above Hamilton and those adjacent to and extending about 6.5 km north of Stevensvllle
showed little change in sinuosity over the study period. Stream lengths totaled over partitions 1
through 5 in the far northern portion o f the study area grew by 3.1 percent during the period from
1937 to 1955, then shortened dramatically between 1955 and 1987 for a net decrease of 6.0
percent over the full time span.

Changes in Braid Belt Position
Coordinates o f braid belt centroid positions were determined through GIS methods
described in Chapter 3. Extreme shifts in the X-coordinate o f the braid belt centroid are observed
in a few partitions, giving this variable a strongly skewed distribution (these areas will be
discussed in a later section o f this report). However the magnitude of shifting in channel position
over most of the study area is relatively modest. Individual or cumulative shifts as large as 100
meters at some time during the study period were measured for 15 of the 45 partitions. Between
1937 and 1955, the median measured lateral shift in braid belt centroid position was 37 meters.
For 1955 to 1987, the median measured value is 38 meters. Shifts of this magnitude are smaller
than the probable measurement error in determining centroid position. The total area of the braid
belt at each time o f photography was measured and compared to determine the amount of
overlap. It was found that 70 percent of the area occupied by the 1987 braid belt overlaps with
the area previously occupied by a earlier braid belt. The 1955 braid belt shares 84 percent of its
area with a braid belt from at least one other year, and 76 percent of the 1937 braid belt is
likewise shared. These high percentages of shared area occur in the context of a bottom area over
which the braid belt could potentially migrate that is five times larger than the largest braid belt.
In addition to the similarity in channel locations evident from aerial photographs spanning 51
years, the 1901 edition USGS 1:125,000 quadrangles covering the valley depict a Bitterroot
channel configuration that has remained essentially static since the area was surveyed in 1887
and 1888.
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Statistical Analysis by Partition
The objective of these statistical comparisons is to discover indications of causal
relationships and to identify suites o f statistically related variables that characterize all or
portions o f the study area. Brief definitions o f variables subjected to statistical analysis are
presented in Table 3; complete definitions of all variables are provided in Appendix C, and
methods used to derive variables are described in Chapter III. The results of correlation analysis
for selected variables are shown in Table 4. Cross-tabulation of classified data was also used for
exploration, although excessive numbers of cells with expected frequencies less than five
invalidated Chi-square evaluation o f the results. Some variables were determined to be redundant
or uninformative during initial exploration and were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Variables analyzed and some o f their characteristics are summarized below.
BotW: Bottom width clearly impacts average braid belt width (R = .626), as a wide braid
belt cannot exist in a very narrow bottom area. However, when analysis is limited to the
40 partitions with bottoms wider than 300 meters, R falls to .451 (probability = .01).
Among the 23 partitions with bottoms wider than 1000 meters, the correlation is
completely absent (R = .081). It appears that after reaching some threshold width
somewhat greater than 300 meters, bottom width no longer has any effect on braid belt
width.
Braid belts in bottom areas at least 300 meters wide also tended to have greater
increases in width through time where bottom width is greater. Changes in braid belt
width correlated with bottom width, particularly during the 1937-1955 time period (R =
.508, probability < .01).
SVGR and Sk: These two variables correlate well with one another (R = .870, probability <
.01) and have nearly identical relationships with all other variables. When comparison is
confined to the morphological sub-sections, the correlation between SVGR and Sk
becomes even stronger, and approaches a perfect fit (R = .970 in the Darby Section, .974
in the Victor Section, and .977 in the Lower Section). As represented by SVGR, they
exhibit at least a mild positive correlation with most other variables when considered over
the full study area. The correlation of SVGR with average braid belt width (R = .514,
probability < .01) indicates that the braid belt tends to be wide where the valley is
oversteep relative to its downstream position. The correlation with the braid belt of 1955,
following a period of considerable braid belt widening, is stronger (R = .547, probability
< .01). Moreover, all partitions with extremely narrow braid belts also have SVGR values
less than zero.
The change in braid belt width from 1937-1955 correlates with SVGR at the 95
percent confidence level (R = .371), again indicating that widening occurred most in
oversteep areas. However, for the period from 1955 to 1987 when widening stabilized
and many areas narrowed, the relationship is not statistically significant.
Overflow channel density shows a similar positive relationship to valley steepness.
For SVGR and Ovr_pl, R = .440 and tau = .325, both significant at the 99 percent level.
BB37, BB55, BB87, and BBavg: The period o f extensive braid belt widening during 1937 to
1955 exerted a strong influence on braid belt configuration in later years. However, the
configuration of the braid belt in 1937 is also related to the distribution of that widening.
O f 11 braid belt increases o f greater than 100 meters, 10 occurred in partitions that were
o f moderate width (within 1 standard deviation of the mean) in 1937. The 11th increase
occurred in an already very wide area. Braid belts areas that were particularly narrow in
1937 remained narrow and stable.
Braid belt width shows a relationship to overflow channel density. Comparison of
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Ovr_pl and BBavg results in R = .614 and tau = .473, both significant to the 99 percent
confidence level.
The magnitude o f lateral shifts in braid belt centroid position may be related to braid
belt width. For example, BB55 correlates with Xa5587 with R = .416 (probability < .01).
BB3755 and BB5587: Changes in braid belt width account for the majority o f river activity
during the time period studied. Widening during 1937-1955 correlates positively with
most other variables. A weak and often negative correlation between widening and other
variables for 1955-1987 suggests that the nature of width modification was considerably
different during the later period.
Xa3755 and Xa5587: Xa5587 shows a moderate correlation with the gradient variables while
Xa3755 does not. These variables have a strongly skewed distribution and appear to be
heavily infiuenced by a limited number of extreme cases.
Cap_pa: Bottom area was used as a factor to index capillary channel density because capillary
channels typically spread across the entire bottom area. Analysis confirmed that larger
bottom areas contain greater lengths of capillary channels. Capillary lengths were
measured from the 1955 photographs. An outstanding characteristic o f this variable is an
extreme skewness in its spatial distribution. Capillary channels are rare through most of
the upper river. Substantial capillary development occurs in only one partition between
partitions 27 and 45. They are completely absent in 14 o f those 18 partitions. However,
the bottoms in the lower valley are consistently incised with capillary channels. They are
present in all partitions from partition 27 northward, commonly in excess o f 10 km o f
channel length per partition.
Ovr_pl: Length was used as a factor to index overflow channel density because overflow
channels exist adjacent to the braid belt. The existence of excess bottom area far removed
from the braid belt has little or no effect on overflow channel development.
Bars: This variable has a strongly skewed distribution, as 11 partitions contain no bars.
However, the presence or absence of bars may serve as a boolean variable to predict the
presence o f other forms o f river activity. Cross tabulation shows that areas o f wide braid
belts or having large width increases always contain at least one bar. Only one of the 11
bar-less partitions showed a large shift in channel centroid position, while bar number has
a moderate positive correlation with the absolute magnitude of cenftoid shifting.
Sin37, Sin55, Sin87; Sinuosity correlates poorly with most other variables. Its strongest
relationship was with valley gradient. For SVGR, R = .489 (probability < .01), indicating
that sinuosity increases with relative valley steepness. Cross-tabulation showed that flat
partitions (SVGR < -1) never contain a sinuous reach of stream (defined here as 1.25 or
greater).
BC: Cross-tabulation indicated that partitions of extremely low SVGR contain few channels.
Channel number classes were few (less than 4), moderate (4-9), and many (more than 9).
Otherwise, channel number depended only on bottom width, that is, the space available to
contain multiple channels. This variable was dropped from further analysis.
W/D: Related to braid belt width, BotW, BC, and Bars. This variable duplicated relationships
demonstrated by related variables, and was dropped from further analysis.

Statistical Correlations within Morphological Zones
Numerous correlations of moderate strength were observed when variables were
evaluated over the entire study area. However, few individual relationships stand out as
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exceptional or unusual. This may be the result of conflicting relationships between variables in
the four morphologically distinct sub-sections of the study area. Additional correlation matrices
were generated describing the relationships between variables grouped by morphological sub
section.

The Darby Section. A correlation matrix for analysis confined to this section (Table 5)
indicates strong correlations between both valley gradient variables, BotW, all braid belt widths,
and a variety of other variables. The mean braid belt width and bottom width Z-scores in this
section are -0.583 and -0.882, confirming its relative narrowness. The high variability and
apparent periodicity o f these parameters is evident in Figures 11 and 12. A somewhat periodic
pattern is also seen in high-amplitude alternations between zones o f steep and flat valley gradient
(Figure 4). The standard deviation of SVGR fluctuations in this section is 1.31 Z-units. The
flatter portions of the valley correspond to simple, single-thread stream reaches, while the
steeper portions are zones o f wider bottoms with a tendency for stream braiding. Capillaiy
channels are not included in analysis for this section, as they are generally absent.
The Victor Section. A mean standardized bottom width of 0.784 and a mean
standardized average braid belt width of 0.728 are indicative o f the increase in width seen in this
section. The correlation matrix for this section is unique in the general lack o f strong
relationships between the analyzed variables, particularly for relative valley gradient (Table 6).
One notably strong relationship (R = 0.687, probability <0.01) was found between the 19371955 phase o f braid belt widening and bottom width. Capillary channel density appears to be an
important variable in this section. It correlates with 1937-1955 changes in braid belt width and
with bottom width at the 95 percent confidence level for R and at least at the 93 percent
confidence level for tau (.371). A weak negative relationship between Cap_pa and relative valley
gradient is suggested (the tau statistic o f -.333 derived for Sk is indicative of a 91 percent
confidence level). The anomalous negative relationship between bottom width and Xa3755
appearing in the correlation matrix is believed to be unduly influenced by outliers created by the
method used to determine changes in centroid location for the discontinuous part o f the 1937
braid belt.
The Stevensvllle Section. These partitions are uniformly low gradient. The mean SVGR
for this section is -0.376 with a standard deviation o f 0.675 Z-units. Portions of the braid belt in
this area underwent extreme narrowing from 1937 to 1955 when considerable widening occurred
over most o f the rest o f the study area (Figure 8). This narrowing can probably be attributed to
artificial channelization. Because of the ubiquitous presence o f channel control structures in this
section, correlations were not performed.
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The Lower Section. The wide bottom areas of the Lower Section have a mean
standardized bottom width of 0.719. A correlation matrix for this section (Table 7) suggests a
number o f relationships. However, the few degrees of freedom in this small section limits the
confidence that can be placed on these apparent relationships.
T able 3: Definitions of Variables Included in Statistical Analysis.
SVGR: Standardized Valley Gradient Residual. Described in Chapter III; Data and Methods.
Sk: Standardized gradient index (Sk). Described in Chapter III: Data and Methods.
BotW: Average valley bottom width in meters. Bottom area divided by bottom length.
BBavg: Average braid belt widths in meters; tiie arithematic mean of BB37, BB55,
and BB87.
BB37: Braid belt widths in meters for 1937. Braid belt area divided by valley length.
BB55: Braid belt widths in meters for 1955. Braid belt area divided by valley length.
BB87: Braid belt widths in meters for 1987. Braid belt area divided by valley length.
BB3755: The change in braid belt width from 1937 to 1955.
BB5587: The change in braid belt width from 1955 to 1987.
Xa3755: The absolute value of lateral changes in the braid belt centroid position from
1937 to 1955. Measured in meters on the X-axis of a rectangular coordinate system.
Xa5587: The absolute value of lateral changes in the braid belt centroid position from
1955 to 1987. Measured in meters on the X-axis of a rectangular coordinate system.
Ovr_pl: The ratio of total overflow channel length to valley length per partition.
Bars: Number of bars.
Cap_pa: The ratio of total capillary channel length to bottom area per partition. The ratio is
multiplied by 1,000 to obtain values on a more convenient scale.

Static W ell Levels
Thirty-three wells contained in well-monitoring data supplied by the USGS were
determined to be located on or near the study area valley bottom. The vast majority o f wells in
this portion of the Bitterroot Valley appear to be located on the higher Quaternary and Tertiary
terraces or on tributary fans. The distribution of the 33 wells considered in this study is both
sparse and uneven. The data are also confounded by an inability to pin-point well locations and
the fact that the time measurements were made over many years and from March to October.
Nonetheless, these wells confirm the presence of a shallow water table near the valley center, as
indicated in the literature. Mean water depth for the 33 wells is 3.78 feet (115 cm) with a
standard deviation o f 2.32 feet (70 cm). Well data is listed in Table 8. Especially shallow high
water levels were measured for a cluster of 9 wells in the western half o f Section 16, T7N,
R20W, where water depth ranged from 3.46 feet (105 cm) below the ground surface to an
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artesian rise of 0.35 feet (10 cm) above the ground. This cluster is located on the eastern side of
the bottom slightly south o f Tucker Crossing, near a stretch of river characterized by pronounced
anastomosis, quicksand, and frequent capillary channels often terminated with headcuts
containing basal springs.

Rosgen Classification
An attempt was made to classify all partitions within the study area according to the
Rosgen system (Rosgen 1994). It was determined that this classification system is not useful for
differentiating reaches of the Bitterroot River within the study area. All partitions in the study
area have gradients below the classification system’s minimum diagnostic class boundary of
0.005 as well as width-to-depth ratios in excess of the maximum classification value of 40.
Consequently, distinctions between D and DA classes for multi-thread reaches o f the river can
not be unambiguously made. Nor do single-thread reaches fit well into the classification scheme.
For example, some partitions could be considered class B stream reaches based on high width-todepth ratio and sinuosity greater than 1.2. However, the entrenchment ratio is rarely within the
proper range and the gradient is always much too low. Alternatively, the single-thread reaches
have the low gradients and high width-to-depth ratios expected o f a class F stream reach, but are
never found with the requisite entrenchment ratio of less than 1.4 or sinuosity greater than 1.4.
Although the Rosgen system was apparently developed from data taken from both large and
small streams (Rosgen 1994,1), it appears that the Bitterroot River is on a morphological scale
beyond the scope of the Rosgen system. Any expectation that numerical limits on hydraulic
parameters such as width-to-depth ratio can be applied equally to streams of different scales
directly contradicts the fundamental principles of downstream relationships in hydraulic
geometry as described by Leopold et al. (1964,241-48).
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Figure 11: Braid Belt Width per Partition in 1955.
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Figure 12: Valley Bottom Width per Partition.
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Table 4: Correlation Matrix for Selected Variables Over the Study Area.

Pearson’s Product Moment
SVGR
Sk
BOTW
BBavg
BB37
BB55
BB87
BB3755
BB5587
Xa3755
Xa5587
Ovl_pl
Bar#
Cap_pa

SVGR
1.000
.870**
.292
.514**
.348*
.547**
.388**
.371*
.194
184
.425**
.440**
.523**
.120

Sk
.870**
1.000
.177
491**
.278
.528**
.394**
.379*
-.154
.135
393**
.416**
.498**
-.088

BOTW
.292
.177
1.000
.626**
.228
.604**
.709**
.508**
.245
.017
.234
.410**
.412**
.714**

BBavg
.514**
.491**
.626**
1.000
.753**
.937**
.894**
.448**
.044
.304
.318*
.614**
.662**
.431**

BB37
.348*
.278
.228
.753**
1.000
.610**
.451**
-.187
-.169
.349*
.093
437**
.346*
.223

BB55
.547**
.528**
.604**
.937**
.610**
1.000
.801**
.665**
-.204
.311*
.416**
.615**
.718**
.361*

BB87
.388**
.394**
.709**
.894**
.451**
.801**
1.000
.563**
.423**
.135
.244
.518**
.562**
.500**

BB3755
.371*
.379*
.508**
.448**
-1 8 7
.665**
.563**
1.000
-.069
.057
.423**
.346*
.545**
.178

.325**
.437**
.088

.333**
.435**
-.031

.398**
.375**
.571**

.473**
.575**
.332**

356**
.365**
.226*

.445**
.649**
.291**

.453**
.557**
.412**

.287**
.421**
.216

BB5587
-.194
-.154
.245
.044
-.169
.204
.423**
-.069
1.000
-.239
-.231
-.084
-.169
.271

Xa3755
184
.135
.017
.304
.349*
.311*
.135
.057
-.239
1.000
.608**
.266
.347*
-.068

Xa5587
.425**
.393**
.234
.318*
.093
.416**
.244
.423**
-231
.608**
1.000
.498**
.513**
-.068

O v ljjl
.440**
.416**
.410**
614**
.437**
.615**
.518**
.346*
-.084
.266
.498**
1.000
.317*
.107

Bar#
.523**
.498**
.412**
.662**
.346*
.718**
.562**
.545**
-.169
.347*
.513**
.317*
1.000
.239

Cap_pa
.120
-.088
.714**
.431**
.223
.361*
.500
.178
.271
-.068
-.068
.107
239
1.000

.164
.269*
.001

243*
.437**
-.007

1.000
.291**
177

.291**
1.000
217

.177
.217
1.000

Kendall's tau
Ovl_pl
Bar#
Cap_pa

** Correlation is significant at the 0 01 level (2-tailed)
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

.082
-.073
.145

Table 5: Correlation Matrix for Selected Variables Over the Darby Section.

Pearson’s Product Momemt
SVGR
Sk
BOTW
BBavg
BB37
BB55
BB87
BB3755
BB5587
Xa3755
Xa5587
Ovr_pl
Bai#

SVGR

Sk

BOTW

BBavg

BB37

1.000
.960**
.705**
.638**
.578*
.610**
.618**
.413
-.475*
.548*
.522*
521*
.673**

.960**
1.000
.698**
.648**
.567*
.659*
.587*
.485
-.583*
.567*
551*
.550*
.683**

705**
.698**
1.000
.822**
.747**
.796**
822**
.532*
.607**
.665**
.662**
.761**
.806**

.638**
.648**
.822**
1.000
.952**
976**
932**
.617*
-.809**
.788**
.559*
.762**
.809**

.412*
.512**

.358*
.556**

.602**
.629**

.466**
761**

BB55

BB87

BB3755

BB5587

Xa3755

Xa5587

Ovl_p|

.578*
.567*
.747**
.952**
1.000
.892**
.839**
.369
-.767**
.625*
.323
.655*
.643*

.610**
659**
.796**
.976**
.892**
1.000
.871**
.750**
.903**
.863**
.634**
.805**
815**

.618**
.587*
.822**
.932**
.839**
.871**
1.000
.596*
-.575*
.732**
.618**
.700**
.851**

.413
.485
.532*
.617*
.369
.750**
.596*
1.000
-.744**
858**
.825**
.727**
.734**

-.475*
-.583*
-.607**
-.809**
-.767**
-.903**
-.575*
-.744**
1.000
-.814**
-.514*
-.729**
-.612**

.548*
.567*
.665**
.788**
.625*
.863**
.732**
.858**
-814**
1.000
.873**
.871**
.804**

.522*
.551*
.662**
.559*
.323
.634**
.618**
.825**
-.514*
.873**
1.000
793**
748**

521*
.550*
.761**
.762**
.655*
.805**
.700**
.727**
-.729**
.871**
.793**
1.000
614**

.673**
.683**
.806**
.809**
.643*
.815**
.851**
.734**
-.612**
.804**
.748**
.614**
1.000

.361
.707**

.466**
790**

.480**
.703**

.338
.561**

.320
.486**

1.000
.371*

.371*
1.000

B ad

Kendall's tau
Ovl_pl
Bar#

.268
.317

-.277
-.322

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2'tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 6: Correlation Matrix for Selected Variables Over the Victor Section.

Pearson’s Product Moment
SVGR
Sk
BOTW
BBavg
BB37
BB55
BB87
BB3755
BB5587
Xa3755
Xa5587
O v t jj I
Bar#
Cap_pa

SVGR

Sk

BOTW

BBavg

BB37

BB55

BB87

BB3755

BB5587

Xa3755

Xa5587

Ovl_pl

Bar#

Capj>a

1.000
.974**
.056
.029
028
.059
-.135
.045
-.233
175
.291
.177
.048
-.389

974**
1.000
-.094
-.035
.030
-.057
-.202
-.085
-.215
.285
.335
.172
103
-.520*

.056
-.094
1.000
.390
-.201
.496
.441
687*'
.128
-.478
.114
.193
.036
573*

.029
-.035
.390
1.000
.615*
.839**
.902**
.510
.423
.233
-.244
.256
.089
.304

.028
.030
-.201
.615*
1.000
.458
.346
-1 7 4
.037
.469
-.350
.221
-.020
.007

.059
-.057
496
.839**
.458
1.000
.660**
.796**
-.047
.060
-.313
.022
.242
.540*

-.135
-.202
.441
.902**
.346
.660**
1.000
.496
.719
.074
-.156
317
-.074
.287

.045
-.085
.687**
.510
-.174
.796**
.496
1.000
-.077
-.254
.108
.126
.282
.594*

-.233
-.215
.128
.423
037
-.047
.719**
-077
1.000
.043
.083
.402
-.322
.118

.175
.285
-.478
.233
.469
.060
.074
-.254
.043
1.000
-.104
-.284
.191
-.208

291
.335
.114
-.244
-.350
-.313
-.156
-.108
083
-.104
1.000
.124
-.081
-.132

.177
.172
.193
.256
.221
.022
.317
-126
.402
-.284
.124
1.000
-.291
-401

.048
.103
.036
089
-.020
.242
-.074
.282
-.322
191
-.081
-291
1.000
-.013

-.389
-.520*
.573*
.304
.007
.540*
.287
.594*
-.118
-.208
-.132
-.401
-.013
1.000

.105
146
-.257

.143
.062
-.333

-.086
.187
.352

.238
-.333
-.010

-.238
.083
-.105

010
-.021
-.238

1.000
.042
-.314

.042
1.000
-.083

-.314
-.083
1.000

Kendall's tau
Ovr_pl
Bar#
Cap_pa

.086
.042
.371

.162
.000
.143

181
-.021
.086

.029
.187
.162

.200
.000
.219

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0! level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 7: Correlation Matrix for Selected Variables Over the Lower Section.

Pearson's Product Moment
SVGR
SVGR
Sk
BOTW
BBavg
BB37
BB55
BB87
BB3755
BB5587
Xa3755
Xa5587
Ovr_pl
Bar#
Cap_pa

Sk

BOTW

BBavg

BB37

BB55

BB87

BB3755

BB5587

Xa3755

Xa5587

Ovl_pl

Bar#

C apjpa

.720
.799
.166
.991**
.844
.995**
1.000
.535
.973
.834
.778
.305
.882*
.468

.912*
.826
.171
.428
.007
.575
.535
1.000
.421
.853
.944*
-.319
870
.809

.592
.662
.115
.967**
861
.944*
.973**
.421
1.000
.781
.679
.221
.807
.262

.821
.804
-.063
.761
.437
.843
.834
.853
.781
1.000
.933
-.178
.965**
.655

.969**
.936*
.255
.696
.329
.807
.778
.944*
.679
.933*
1.000
-.088
.980**
.782

.058
.250
.392
.411
.632
.336
.305
.319
.221
-.178
-.088
1.000
-015
.151

.926*
.921*
.190
.816
.494
.899*
.882*
.870
.807
.965**
.980**
-.015
1.000
.712

.828
.839
.155
.416
.109
.550
.468
.809
.262
.655
.782
.151
712
1.000

1.000
.527
.400

.527
1.000
527

.400
.527
1.000

1.000
.977**
.450
.648
.298
.764
.720
.912*
.592
.821
.969**
.058
.926*
.828

.977**
1.000
.445
.752
.458
.845
.799
.826
.662
.804
.936*
.250
.921*
.839

.450
.445
1.000
.163
.108
186
.166
.171
.115
-.063
.255
.392
.190
.155

.648
.752
.163
1.000
.906*
.985**
991**
.428
.967
.761
.696
.411
.816
.416

.298
.458
108
906*
1.000
.822
.844
.007
.861
.437
.329
.632
.494
.109

.764
.845
.186
985**
.822
1.000
.995**
.575
.944
.843
.807
.336
899*
.550

.600
.949*
.400

.600
.949*
.400

.200
.105
.000

.200
.738
.400

.400
.527
.200

.400
.949*
.600

Kendall's tau
Ovr_pl
Bar#
Cap_pa

.200
.738
.400

.200
.527
.000

.400
.738
.200

.200
.738
.400

.400
.738
.200

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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T able 8: Static Water Levels in Valley Bottom Wells.
Well locations are specified in the Local# by township, range, and section number.
Letters following the section numbers specify the section quadrants and sub-quadrant containing
the well. For example, well 4N21W35CCBA is in the ME quarter o f the NW quarter o f the SW
quarter o f the SW quarter o f Section 35, T4N, R21W.
Local#
4N21W35CCBA
5N21W36CC
6N20W06DD
6N21W24DA
7N20W04AA
7N20W09AB
7N20W16AB
7N20W16AC
7N20W16BBBA
also
7N20W16BBBB
7N20W16BBCB
7N20W16BBDB
7N20W16BCAA
7N20W16CABB
7N20W16CBAC
7N20W16BCC
7N20W16CBCD
8N20W05DC
8N20W10BB
8N20W16BADC
8N20W21BA
8N20W28AD
8N20W28BACD
8N20W28BDBA
8N20W28CC
8N20W28DC
9N20W10AD
9N20W15DD
10N20W12CC
10N20W13BBA
10N20W13CC
10N20W26AB
10N20W35BB

Depth to Water
10.92
7.19
1
3
5
4
5
7
-0.35
0.36
0.67
1.32
1.71
1.64
3.46
1.62
0.4
2.3
2
5
6.14
5
2
5.25
6.67
4
4
4
3
3
5.91
5
4
4

Average = 3.78
Standard Deviation = 2.32

Date
7/91
7/91
8/56
8/56
9/55
9/55
3/5
3/5
8/96
6/96
8/96
8/96
8/96
8/96
8/96
8/96
8/96
8/96
4/57
9/55
7/91
10/56
9/55
7/91
7/91
10/56
9/55
6/56
6/56
3/57
8/96
3/57
4/57
3/57

CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

Channel Formation by Groundwater Discharge
The intricate network o f small-scale floodplain channels in much o f the study area may
be genetically linked to groundwater discharge. A theoretical framework for drainage system
development through groundwater discharge has been proposed by De Vries (1976), who
describes a groundwater outcrop-erosion model (GOEM). In the GOEM model, surface
channels are viewed as groundwater "outcrops," and are considered to be components o f a
groundwater discharge system. The model is described as one end-member in a spectrum of
erosion models where the opposite end is occupied by overland flow as defined by Horton. It is
applied to relatively flat areas of high subsurface permeability and moderate precipitation rates
where water enters into subsurface flow before appearing in the surface channel system (De
Vries 1976,44). The requirements o f GOEM seem to match the circumstances o f the Bitterroof
Valley, where most tributary and irrigation discharge infiltrates into the permeable alluvium of
the low valley terraces before reaching a flat discharge zone on the valley bottom.
Many o f the morphological characteristics defining capillary channels of the Bitterroot
floodplain are indicative of an intimate connection with groundwater discharge. Lack of
connectivity within the network, large upstream and downstream variations in discharge within
individual channels, and observed springs are solid evidence of a substantial subsurface flow
component. Many of these channels may be remnants of formerly larger channels that have
filled incompletely, perhaps because o f the maintenance of a base groundwater flow. In other
cases, groundwater discharge may be actively excavating channels that seem to be growing by
the headward retreat o f headcuts. With continued headward extension, these incipient channels
would be expected to eventually intersect better-developed channels or even the braid belt to
create

a

new secondary channel. An example o f an apparent instance where subsurface piping
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extending from a capillaiy channel has breached a portion of bank along the braid belt is
described for partition 21 in Appendix A. Similar discontinuous channels terminating in
headwalls were described for a small anastomosing stream in Ireland, where they were called
blind anabranching channels and attributed to local channelization o f low velocity overbank
flood waters around debris (Harwood and Brown 1993, 742). The capture o f overbank flood
flow is probably also an important factor in the growth and development o f the capillary network
on the Bitterroot floodplain. Once a sequence o f growing incipient channels becomes
topologically connected, the new continuous channel has the potential to widen and develop into
a main stem braid belt.

Changes in Braid Belt Width
Widening o f the braid belt has been the dominant change observed in the main stem
Bitterroot River during the study period, particularly between 1937 and 1955. Much o f the
widening may have been due to abnormal narrowing prior to 1937. A period o f low flow
beginning about 1930 is reported to have created the impression that the Bitterroot River was a
stable meandering stream (Simons et al 1981,20). Widening was often achieved through the
development o f cut-off chutes over point bars and the subsequent consumption of the resulting
islands. Figure 13, located in partitions 12 and 13, depicts a clear case where the elimination of
point bars along a fairly sinuous reach o f the 1937 braid belt has permitted substantial widening.
The initial stage o f widening, development of a cut-off chute, had already begun by 1937 on the
southernmost bend shown in the figure. A small island near the center of the 1955 braid belt
appears to be a remnant of a middle point bar extant in 1937. A third 1937 bend in the north of
the figure has also been breached. It appears that meander-type bends grow in amplitude through
bank erosion until sinuosity exceeds a critical threshold and development of a cut-off chute
restores the stream to its former steeper course. Such a regime of fluctuation around a critical
state is discussed by Stolum (1996). This strong tendency for lateral migration to trigger the
development o f cut-off chutes severely restricts the sinuosity of the Bitterroot River, which
rarely reaches values as great as 1.3. In some instances lateral bends o f quite low amplitude are
breached so that the cut off remnant may be considered a point bar only in the broadest sense. A
similar, although more extreme, phase of channel widening beginning with the elimination of
point bars has been described on the Cimmaron River o f southwestern Kansas (Schumm and
Lichty 1963, 80). It was proposed that channel widening o f the Cimmaron was initiated by the
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Figure 13: Example of Braid Belt Widening Mechanism.
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Figure 14: Example of Bank Caving,

destruction of bank vegetation by the maximum flood on record and was exacerbated by a
prolonged period o f deficient precipitation that prevented new bank vegetation from becoming
established (p. 79). This does not appear to be the case for widening of the Bitterroot River braid
belt. Precipitation records for Hamilton and Stevensville reveal no deficit during the 1937-1955
period o f pronounced Bitterroot braid belt widening. Nor does this period contain
extraordinarily high or frequent large peak flows, as measured at the Darby stream gaging station
on the Bitterroot River (the maximum peak flow on record occurred in 1947, but it is only
slightly greater than a peak recorded in 1974),
Bank failure by slumping or caving was observed to be a major contributor to bank
erosion on the Bitterroot River following the 1996 run-off season (Figure 14). This type of bank
failure commonly occurs during flood recession when water held in the saturated floodplain
materials discharges back into the river channel. Subaqueous return flow into the channel
promotes piping and sapping of sand and gravel from beneath finer-grained vertical accretion
deposits that cap the banks. After being undermined in this fashion, the cohesive surface layer of
the bank is susceptible to caving (Schumm and Lichty 1963, 81; Simon and Hupp 1986,118). A
similar mechanism was described in detail and proposed as the most common cause of bank
failure in the Brahmaputra River (Coleman 1969,164-5). In addition to the numerous slumps
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observed through the study area, bank conditions and the presence o f a high, dynamically
fluctuating floodplain water table give every indication that bank caving on the Bitterroot River
can be attributed to this process. A possible role for groundwater discharge in capillary channel
development has already been suggested. A significant correlation between braid belt widening
during 1937-1955 and capillary channel density in the central anastomosed section o f the study
area (R = .594, probability < .05 and tau - .352, probability = .07) suggest that the two processes
may be linked to an important common factor.

Factors Controlling Spatial Variation in Braid Belt Width
The hypothesis that differences in the degree of braiding in the study area are related to
differences in bank erodibility is not supported by the available evidence. While local
differences in the thickness o f vertical accretion deposits and the density o f bank vegetation
exist, abundant instances were observed in the field where even the most stable appearing banks
were subject to extensive erosion.
The most predictive independent factor for braid belt width appears to be valley gradient.
Very narrow and single-thread stretches of the Bitterroot River generally fall in partitions of low
relative gradient. Five partitions north of Hamilton have a standardized Z-score for braid belt
width o f less than 1 for one or more years. All five o f these partitions (1,2, 8,9, and 28) also
have SVGR and Sk values less than zero. The trend continues south o f Hamilton, despite the
fact that the generally narrow upper valley severely restricts braid belt width compared with the
partitions to the north. O f six partitions south o f Hamilton with standardized braid belt widths
less than 1, four o f them (32,37,41, and 44) have SVGR and Sk values less than zero. The
importance o f gradient in the south is clearer when the data are considered for the separate
morphological units. Significant correlations result when SVGR and Sk are compared to bottom
width, braid belt widths, and number o f bars in the Darby Section (Table 4). Similar correlations
are not apparent in the Victor Section since neither narrow braid belts nor extremely low
gradients are found there. Gradient can be described in terms of discharge by a power function
in which the exponent is fixed and bed sediment particle size is expressed by the coefficient
(Osterkamp 1978,1253). A stream gradient that is large relative to discharge and sediment
particle size is among the requirements for stream braiding. It appears that in flatter parts of its
valley, the gradient o f the Bitterroot River falls below the threshold necessary for braiding. The
straightness o f these reaches suggests that stream gradient must be maintained at the maximum
value permitted by the valley gradient in order for the stream to transport its sediment load. A
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straight channel will offer less resistance to flow than an otherwise similar braided or
meandering channel (Leopold et al. 1964,282).
The inverse relationship between gradient and straight channel reaches was reported for
the predominantly braided Brahmaputra River (Coleman 1969,149). In that river, stream
gradient was found to be high in straight reaches. The contradiction may arise partially from the
fact that Coleman used stream gradient rather than valley gradient to define steeper or flatter
reaches. Stream gradient is affected to a large degree by channel pattern and is therefore not an
independent variable (Carson 1984c). Sinuosities on the Bitterroot River are characteristically
near 1, reflecting only modest departures of stream gradient from valley gradient. It is, however,
somewhat larger in zones o f steeper valley gradient and seems to serve as an attenuation
mechanism that smooths out irregularities in the valley profile. Extreme differences in
magnitude, type o f transported sediments, and gradients between the Brahmaputra and Bitterroot
Rivers may also account for the discrepancy in straight-reach distribution.

Shifts in Braid Belt Location
Despite the Bitterroot River’s reputation for rapid migration and continual large channel
displacements, the positions of the braid belt and extra-braid belt channels have remained
relatively constant over most of the study area. Although episodes o f bank erosion may result in
rapid lateral bank recession, it appears that the tendency for cut-offs to straighten the stream
course described above may limit the total extent of lateral migration. Many moderate changes
in braid belt location are related to these cycles of point bar cut-off followed by filling o f the cut
off channel rather than to direct lateral migration. Where braid belt narrowing occurs on the
Bitterroot River, it is generally through the abandonment and filling of an old thalweg around
one side o f a stabilized bar or island. This results in a lateral displacement o f the braid belt
centroid owing to contraction within a larger former extent (Figure 15).
Another form o f channel change is observed downstream o f several branching nodes
where the main stem channel divides into two or more smaller braided streams separated by
large expanses o f floodplain. However, it may be more accurate to characterize these changes as
shifts in channel magnitude rather than in channel location. Large changes in the routing o f river
flow have resulted from differential widening or filling of existing channels rather than from the
generation o f new channels. The positions of individual channels, as well as their source nodes,
are generally stable through time. This impact o f differential widening and filling can be large,
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as evidenced by the sequence o f braid belt positions seen in partitions 4 and 5 (Figures 16A16C) and where extreme narrowing prior to 1937 virtually eliminated the braid belt in portions of
the central valley (Figure 7). Widening of secondary channels later determined the location of
the river's braid belt (Figure 6D).

F igure 15: Example o f Channel Shifting by Bend Cut-off and Fill.
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Figure 16: Example o f Channel Shifting by Differential Widening and Filling.
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Effect o f Valley Gradient on Branching Node Distribution
The locations o f braid belt branches may be related to relative valley gradient. However,
rather than occurring in areas o f low valley gradient as expected, the branching nodes are often
found in or near partitions with anomalously steep valley gradients. Major nodes are observed at
six locations in partitions 5,17-18,21,23,24, and 31. Additional minor nodes occur in
partitions 14,20, and 22. Nine partitions are extremely steep, with SVGR and/or Sk values
greater than 1. Three o f these (35, 36, and 38) are located well to the south in the narrow upper
valley where anastomosis is not observed. Five o f the six remaining anomalously steep
partitions located farther downstream (4,2 0 ,2 4 ,3 0 and 31) are intimately associated with
anastomosis (26 is not). In the isolated zones of intense anastomosis spanning partitions 4-5 and
30-31, the actual point o f branching is located slightly upstream o f the steepest partition. Three
more branching nodes occur in areas with moderately high gradient indices. These are near the
boundary o f partitions 17 and 18 (SVGR = 0.51 and Sk = 0.76 for partition 17; SVGR = 0.64 and
Sk = 0.90 for partition 18), in partition 14 (SVGR = 0.79; Sk = 0.89, and in partition 23 (SVGR
= 0.39; Sk = 0.80). Lower but still positive gradient indices correspond with the major node in
partition 21 (SVGR = 0.01; Sk = 0.43). Although partition 22 is embedded in the center o f the
highly-anastomosed reach spanning partitions 24 through partition 20, it has comparatively low
gradient indices (SVGR = -0.38 and Sk = 0.12) and shows only minor branching. The data
indicate that, while not required, a high relative valley gradient may promote node development.
The inverse effect is even stronger, that is, nodes do not occur where SVGR or Sk values are
low. Three alternative explanations for this distribution of nodes are proposed.
1. Bed materials are more mobile in locally steep areas, increasing the frequency of shoaling
and bank overflow as described by Carson (1984a, 1984b).
2. Groundwater outcrops in the form o f basal springs in capillary channels or discharge into
secondary channels may increase where the local gradient increases. This could promote
more rapid headward cutting and capillary channel extension or greater enlargement of
secondary channels.
3. Overflow chutes may cut off bends of lower amplitude in steeper reaches.
The first explanation is not supported by the available evidence. The presence of
widespread braiding and bar development throughout the study area indicates that bed mobility
is certainly not restricted to discrete areas. Also, branching nodes caused by shoaling might be
expected to form near the downstream end of steep areas where the stream is losing power,
rather than appearing at the upstream end as is often observed in this study. The second
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explanation, however, is compatible with a node position upstream o f the steep reach. One
problem with the second explanation is a weak but seemingly contradictory negative correlation
between relative valley gradient and capillary density found in the central valley. It is possible
that segment connectivity and growth among a subset of small-scale floodplain channels
responds differently to changes in gradient than does overall channel density. A more detailed
classification scheme o f floodplain channels and additional measurements are necessaiy to
clarify these problems.
The third explanation elaborates on the role of point bar cut-off channels in braid belt
widening, which was previously discussed in this chapter. This process may be extended to the
formation o f anastomosing branches in areas where an increased relative valley gradient reduces
the critical bend amplitude that is susceptible to cut-off during high flow. At low gradients,
bends can attain greater sinuosity before being cut off. Any chutes formed will cross the point
bar and intersect the stem channel at the downstream side of the bar. As gradient increases,
lower amplitude bends in the stem channel may be cut off and the resulting cut-off channel may
flow subparallel to the stem channel for a long distance without intersecting it. Anastomosis in
this scheme becomes an end member in a continuum of channel pattern controlled by minor
changes in gradient and the amplitude o f bends at the time of cut-off. The continuum ranges
from straight and simple channels where gradients and stream energy is low, to meandering
channels with frequent chute cut-offs where gradients are moderate, to increasingly lower
meander amplitudes and more elongated point bar forms as gradient increases, and finally to
anastomosis where meander amplitude is small compared to variability in the course of the cut
o ff channels. Capillary or secondary channels may intercept overbank cut-off flow, perhaps
directing it away from the braid belt while being enlarged in a self-reinforcing feedback cycle.
The valley bottom throughout most of the study area shows very little relief, particularly
in the Victor Section. However, nearly imperceptible undulations in floodplain topography may
be responsible for either inhibiting or promoting the spread o f anastomosing channels in various
locations. A gentle rise of even a meter or two is substantial compared with the flood depths
achieved in this system, and elevated zones emergent at the maximum flood stage derived by the
WSP2 computer model are common on the valley bottom. These high spots restrict the
directions that flood waters can move on the valley floor. Cross sectional profiles suggest that
relief in some nodal areas may be especially low with few rises that project above the maximum
flood stage. Flood waters may spread to low lying parts of the floodplain more readily in these
areas. Once individual channel become widely separated, elevated zones encountered
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downstream may prevent them from re-uniting. For example, the point where the 1937
eastern braid belt disintegrates into a number o f secondary channels is at a comparatively
elevated position on the floodplain with lower land to either side (Figure 17). Dispersal of the
1937 discharge toward these lowlands is evident in the radiating pattern o f the secondary
channels (Figure 7). Many parts o f the central valley have similar topographic lows toward their
eastern margins. These lows are expressed on topographic maps as wide north-trending swales
on the bottom margin. The swales often contain tributary channels that have turned parallel to
the valley strike after emerging from the foothills. They are prevented from joining the main
Bitterroot River by intervening higher ground. An example is the depressed eastern bottom
surface shown on the cross section through partition 25 (Figure 18), which is occupied by an
unnamed tributary that has incised a 1.5-km-long (1 mile) trench in the eastern terrace between
Gird and Willow Creeks to a depth as great as 15 meters (50 ft). This type o f expansive yet lowamplitude relief is the result of a long sequence o f events in which the current regime is o f
uncertain significance and emphasizes the importance of factors inherited from former
conditions in controlling the current course of stream evolution. Floodplain microrelief has not
been mapped sufficiently to identify if and where breaks in the higher lands west o f the swales
could allow flood waters to cut a channel into the eastern swales. If such gaps exist, the potential
is great for a large-scale avulsion o f the main Bitterroot River to the eastern part of the central
valley. Based on limited data, it is speculated that such an avulsion is most likely to occur in the
vicinities o f Willow Creek, Tucker Crossing, or north of Victor Crossing,

Factors Promoting Bank Overflow
It is proposed that both braid belt widening and avulsion contributing to anastomosis are
related to a high frequency of bank overflow, particularly overtopping o f the concave bank along
the downstream portion of bends. Overflow swales and other evidence of frequent bank
overtopping are found throughout the study area. This behavior may be related to low bank
height coupled with high discharge variability. Except for along terrace scarps and where
modified by artificial structures, banks along the Bitterroot River rarely exceed 2 meters in
height. This apparent lack o f channel incision could be regarded as evidence o f aggradation in
the valley. However, alternative explanations are available. Bank conditions along the
Bitterroot River may promote degradation by lateral bank recession rather than by vertical
incision. Observed bank failure and mechanisms of failure are discussed previously in this
chapter. Bank height at the time of failure is considered here.
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Figure 17: Cross Section Profile at Partition 17.
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F igure 18: Cross Section Profile at Partition 25.
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As incision progresses, the vertical bank height increases until it reaches a critical
value after which failure will occur. This critical height is directly proportional to the cohesion
o f the bank material and indirectly proportional to the unit weight o f the bank material (Simon et
al. 1986,117). Banks throughout the study area are composed o f a layer of fine, relatively
cohesive sediments usually less than 1 meter thick over a base of coarse, rounded channel
gravels. Low cohesion o f the coarse basal bank materials will tend to limit the critical bank
height. The greater water-holding capacity and unit weight of the upper layer o f fines may also
contributes to failure. Upon failure, the bank sediments enter the stream. The finer materials
will be flushed downstream, but some bed-load materials may remain. This accumulation of lag
fi'om bank erosion could counteract any tendency for the stream to lower its bed elevation
through degradation. An equilibrium is reached in which removal o f bedload material results in
increased bank height, which results in bank failure and addition o f more bedload material. Low
bank heights and a constant bed elevation are maintained, while bank retreat progressively
eliminates the fioodplain. Floodplain. elimination, while bed elevation remains at a constant
level, may be typical o f degradation on certain streams in semi-arid environments (Schumm and
Lichty 1963, 87).
Large and rapid fluctuations in discharge are thought to promote the development o f cut
off chutes and braiding (Osterkamp 1978,1267; Walker 1976,105). Whether this relationship
applies to the Bitterroot River is uncertain, since criteria for evaluating the magnitude of
discharge variability are not defined and such variability is strongly scale-dependent. However,
there is evidence to suggest that the flow regime of the Bitterroot River may be considered one
o f high variability. The spring run-off peak, coinciding with snow melt in the mountain
headwaters, occurs in May and June. These are also the wettest months o f the year in terms of
monthly precipitation in the valley. Consequently, the mean monthly discharge in June of 86.5
cms (3,056 cfs) is 14 times that o f January when mean discharge is 7 cms, or 250 cfs (Water
Resource Data for Montana, Water Year 1995). Year-to-year variability in annual peak
discharge is also large. The maximum flood of record (325 cms; 11,500 cfs) is five times greater
than the lowest annual peak (61.5 cms; 2,180 cfs), and the highest annual mean of 40 cms (1,423
cfs) more than triples the lowest annual mean o f 13 cms (454 cfs). The impact o f discharge
variability on the channel morphology of the Bitterroot River is a topic in need of further study.
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The Tectonic Control Hypothesis
Previous workers have explained the morphology of the central part o f the Bitterroot
River as the result o f aggradation due to recent tectonic subsidence (Cartier 1984; Cartier and Alt
1982). A down-dropped block o f the Bitterroot Valley, bounded on the south by a fault near
Charlos Heights and on the north by a fault near Stevensville, is hypothesized to occupy the
central valley. The current study produced no evidence to support this theoiy. Few indications
o f aggradation were observed in the field or on aerial photography, while review o f the literature
reveals that the evidence for both aggradation and recent tectonic movement is based largely on
supposition.

Evidence fo r Aggradation
A lack o f coarse armor on the bed o f the central Bitterroot River is proposed as evidence
o f widespread aggradation in the central valley (Cartier and Curry 1980, 13). However, bed
material data was gathered from the Bitterroot River at only three sites over the 50-km (31-mile)
stretch between Hamilton and Florence that encompasses the central portion of the valley. All
three o f the sites are located at discontinued USGS stream gaging stations in atypically narrow,
straight reaches o f anomalously low gradient. None of these sites are representative of normal
Bitterroot channel morphology, and none are located within the anastomosing central valley that
comprises the heart o f the supposed down-dropped block. Field observations documented in the
partition description section of this report suggests that any net aggradation that may be
occurring in the study area is limited to a few local areas. Burial o f tree root collars and felled
trees on the floodplain can be used as indicators o f aggradation (Sigafoos 1964,18). No burial
o f trees, fence posts, or other objects on the floodplain was observed during field reconnaissance
for this study. Local instances o f aggradation on channel margins, indicated by partially buried
debris exposed along the stream bank, were occasionally observed. However, cases were few
and generally located in the vicinity o f bridges and other structures. Although deposition
indicated by the accumulation of material at the bank toe (Simon and Hupp 1986,118) was
observed occasionally along the upper river and in parts of the channelized areas near
Stevensville, banks were vertical and swept clean over the majority of the river's length.
Aggradation may be common along low-gradient, single-thread portions o f the river, such as in
the Stevensville Section o f the study area. Evidence for aggradation along less contained parts
o f the river was primarily limited to the Darby Section and near Blodgett Creek just north of
Hamilton.
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Limited evidence for relatively recent degradation is more commonly observed in the
study area. Aerial photographs reveal frequent low floodplain terraces with meander-scalloped
margins in the upper valley and obvious meander scars extending far across the low eastside
terrace near Corvallis. A low floodplain terrace observed in partition 14 is described in
Appendix A (Figure A-3). Elevated island-like areas appearing on many surveyed cross sections
may be dissected remnants o f a formerly higher floodplain. Whether any o f these features are
indicative o f current processes is unknown. Neither net aggradation or net degradation can be
demonstrated over any large section o f the study area with confidence.

Evidence fo r Tectonic Activity
Evidence for recent large-scale faulting presented by Cartier is based on the interpretation
o f lineations seen on aerial photographs as faults, deviations in the river's longitudinal profile
from an idealized profile, and the presence of a bend in the Bitterroot River to the northeast near
one o f the proposed faults.
A "Tin Cup Fault" near Charlos Heights and a "Stevensville Fault" near Stevensville are
proposed to be a pair of northeast-trending faults between which the valley floor dropped
(Cartier 1984, 85). A survey o f photo lineaments in the Bitterroot Valley by Barkmann (1984)
produced mixed results, twitatively identifying some linear features near Stevensville as a
possible fault trace bounding the proposed down-dropped block while also noting a lack of
displacement along these features (Barkmann 1984,18). Large lineations can also be produced
by joints or fractures in the bedrock. Lineaments of this type may be many kilometers long and
be expressed at the surface by sags, swales, vegetation differences, or straight stream or valley
segments (Fetter 1994,354). In the absence of displacement, the lineament near Stevensville is
best interpreted as a fracture trace. Evidence of tectonic activity in the recent geologic past is
lacking for the Bitterroot Valley. The youngest prehistoric displacement in the valley on the
Bear Creek Scarp can only be determined to be post Bull Lake in age, or less than about 135,000
years old (Barkmann 1984,44). A controversial scarp seen near the Curlew Mine northwest of
Victor was reported to be a fault by W. Lindgren in 1904. However, the reported scarp may well
have been formed by an asiesmic slump rather than a fault. A newspaper search turned up no
report o f an earthquake to account for the fault (Barkmann 1984, 52). Ross (1950,168)
concluded that any displacement at the Curlew Mine since the Tertiary Period has been limited
to minor landslip. Almost no seismic activity has been recorded in the Bitterroot Valley during
the period o f record. A search for earthquake epicenters over an area 15 minutes of longitude in
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width and extending from near Darby to north o f Stevensville located only four small tremors
(magnitude 2.4 or less) since 1982 (Mike Stickney, Montana Bureau o f Mines, personal
communication). During the same time period, well over 12,000 earthquakes occurred
throughout western Montana and surrounding parts of Idaho, Wyoming, and Canada.
The longitudinal profile of the Bitterroot River within the study area, which spans the
hypothesized down-dropped block, is shown in Figure 3. Flattenings appear near both the
downstream and upstream ends of the profile at points approximately 12 km (7.5 miles) and 58
km (36 miles) downstream of Darby respectively. These findings confirm observations
previously reported by Cartier (1984, 58). These flattenings are reflected by the prevalence of
low Sk values and SVGR values in the northern and southern reaches of the study area. Cartier
interpreted these inflections in valley profile as evidence of movement on the proposed Tin Cup
and Stevensville Faults (Cartier 1984, 77). However, the upper inflection point is more
indicative o f upstream flattening than of downstream steepening. This flattening trend has been
shown to continue for some distance upstream of the study area boundary (Cartier 1984,59).
Slope at any point along a stream can be described in terms of a power function where slope is
directly proportional to the particle size of bed sediments (Hack 1957,45). Irregularities in the
longitudinal profile o f a stream may well be related to differences in the size distribution of bed
material, bedrock control, or other factors. Such alternatives to the fault hypothesis to account
for the observed inflections cannot be dismissed. The lower inflection, which is proposed to
correspond with the Stevensville Fault, may be partially related to the large Burnt Fork alluvial
fan that spreads on to the valley floor. The straight reach o f the Bitterroot River near
Stevensville is probably as much the result of artificial channelization as of reduced gradient.
The presence o f numerous control structures in this section are documented in this report.
Arcuate capillary channels and swales on the floodplain in this reach suggest that the river had
been moderately sinuous in the recent past. The 1901 edition of USGS 1:125,000 Missoula
quadrangle depicts the river channel adjacent to Stevensville as comparatively wide, sinuous,
and complex.
Downstream of the channelized Stevensville Section, a "dogleg" bend in the river from
the western to the eastern side o f the valley is considered evidence of rotational movement on the
Stevensville Fault (Cartier 1984, 84). This feature, which spans partitions 6-4 (Figures 19 and
6E-F), can be alternatively explained on the basis of valley topography. South o f the bend the
river is pinned against the western margin of the valley by the Burnt Fork fan. As the stream
course clears the fan, it encounters and actively erodes into a northeasterly-trending high western
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terrace that projects into the valley near Bass Creek. This configuration is a quasi-permanent
landscape feature that forces the river to take a northeasterly course along the base o f the high
terrace scarp. The bend to the northeast associated with this terrace scarp can be observed at the
Bass Creek fishing access on Highway 93. After clearing the terrace scarp, the river continues
on its new northeasterly course until it reaches the eastern valley bottom margin. No explanation
is given as to why the river should be expected to make a sharp turn to the north immediately
upon clearing the terrace scarp. Reaches of oblique flow direction relative to the valley trend
occur at many other locations along the river where no faults are proposed.

F igure 19: The Dogleg Bend at Bass Creek.
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♦

The Bitterroot River underwent considerable braid belt widening between 1937 and 1955.
Braid belt widening was achieved through both bank retreat and the elimination of point bars
and bends. Rather than indicating a change in the river’s long-term regime, this widening
episode may reflect a return to earlier conditions following a period o f channel narrowing
prior to 1937. Channel width stabilized during the period between 1955 and 1987.

♦

Banks along the Bitterroot River are subject to rapid erosion throughout the study area, even
where vegetation or fine sediments are abundant. Undercutting and subsequent slumping of
the relatively cohesive surface deposits at the top of the bank profile is probably the major
component o f bank erosion in the study area. Bank slumping is greatly enhanced by
subaqueous drainage o f groundwater from saturated floodplain materials back into the river
channel during periods o f flood recession.

♦

Despite episodes of rapid bank erosion, changes in stream position resulting from lateral
migration have been small relative to floodplain dimensions. Most o f the Bitterroot braid belt
has occupied the same general part of the valley bottom throughout the study period. Lateral
bend migration is limited by the development of chute cut-offs, which tend to restore the
stream to previously occupied positions.

♦

Frequent local bank overflow resulting in chute development contributes to the development
o f both anastomosing and braided channel patterns on the Bitterroot River. This pattern is
facilitated through most o f the study area by the presence of low banks, whose heights may be
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limited by poor cohesion within the alluvial gravels underlying the Bitterroot floodplain
and low terraces.

♦

Occasional large-scale shifts in discharge distribution among anastomosing channel branches
have been observed to originate at branching nodes in six main locations. The locations of
these major nodes o f anastomosis have remained constant over the time scale o f this study.
The observed shifts resulted from extreme widening o f a minor channel coupled with filling
o f a previously major channel.

♦

Relative valley gradient appears to be among the primary factors controlling node
distribution. Branching nodes tend to occur at, or slightly upstream of, relatively steep areas.
They are not observed in areas where valley gradient is low relative to downstream valley
position. This relationship is the inverse of the effect of gradient on anastomosis that I
hypothesized at the beginning of the study. Anastomosing channels have generally been
associated with low-gradient reaches in the literature.

♦

The distribution o f straight, single-thread, and especially narrow reaches is also gradientcontrolled. Narrow channels are strongly associated with areas o f low relative valley
gradient.

♦

Substantial narrowing near Stevensville and the Lee Metcalf Wildlife Refuge occurred after
1937 and is almost certainly related to artificial control structures. Abundant channel control
structures can currently be seen in the reach.

♦

Floodplain destruction through bank failure and braid belt expansion may be an expression of
degradation on the central Bitterroot River. Channel narrowing and floodplain growth, as
seen in the early part o f the twentieth century, may reflect aggradation in this system.

♦

A high water table in the central valley bottom plays a role in the development o f the
complex anastomosis in that area. Small-scale channel fragments on some parts o f the
floodplain are partially maintained and enlarged by groundwater effluence and may
eventually mature into topologically connected channels.
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The theory that a large down-dropped tectonic block exists in the anastomosed part the of
Bitterroot Valley is an inadequate explanation for river morphology. The validity o f the
theory is not confirmed by available evidence.

Low-amplitude undulations of the floodplain surface may have large effects on river
behavior. Preliminary topographic data suggests that the possibility exists for a major
avulsion to the east in the central valley near Victor.

Lateral channel migration is a threat mainly to areas within and adjacent to the historic limits
o f the braid belt. Temporarily stable areas within former braid belt positions can be expected
to be re-occupied by the river.

Perspectives on the Bitterroot River as a Composite System
The complex channel network found in anastomosing reaches o f the Bitterroot River may
be best understood in terms of a composite system in which a semi-independent floodplain and
groundwater discharge network is superimposed on a braided channel system. When viewed as a
single isolated braid belt, the Bitterroot River can be described as a predominantly braided,
gravel-bedded stream. This model is generally adequate for the portion of the study area south of
Hamilton. Morphology o f this braided sub-system probably responds to factors such as high
discharge variability, an abundant bedload supply, and stream power sufficient for bed
mobilization (Osterkamp 1987; Carson 1984c). However, the complex web o f capillary channels
that incises much o f the valley bottom north of Hamilton operates on a different scale and may
respond to a different set o f parameters. These include water table elevation, sub-surface
permeability, surface layer permeability, and bottom topography on both the micro and macro
scales. It is probably the influence and extent o f development of this network o f minor channels
that sets the Bitterroot River apart from other gravel-bedded streams and lends it a unique
morphology. Conceptual integration o f two channel sub-systems as described here may hold
promise for developing coherent explanations for the presence of well-developed secondary
channels, major branching nodes, and other features of anastomosis. However, the amount and
modes o f feedback and interaction between the channel sub-systems are currently unknown. A
detailed investigation of floodplain topography, channel morphology, and groundwater flow in
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the nodal areas described in this study may be the next step toward resolving these issues.
Suggestions for F uture W ork
Several gaps in both the available data and in the standard models of stream hydrology
became apparent during the course of this investigation. However, limited time and resources
allowed for only a cursory treatment o f these issues. Two questions raised that perhaps warrent
further study concern the roles o f discharge variability and bank material mechanics in
determining channel morphology, while recently available technology for detailed topographic
mapping could open new doors in identifying and evaluating the effects o f floodplain microrelief
on stream processes.

Comparative Analysis o f Discharge Variabilty
Frequent bank overflow appears to play an important role in the development o f channel
and network morphology o f the Bitterroot River. High discharge variability is discussed as a
potential factor in creating a regime of frequent bank overflow. However, criteria for high
variability in discharge are poorly defined and difficult to quantify. A comparative investigation
o f discharge variability among a population o f streams similar in size to the Bitterroot River
would allow the Bitterroot regime to be classified with greater precision and confidence. Such a
comparative analysis would require the development o f criteria for quantifying discharge
variability, and could extend to a systematic exploration o f the relationship between flow
variability and other hydraulic and morphological stream characteristics. This is an area o f
hydrology that appears to have been somewhat neglected.

Evaluation o f Critical Bank Height
Frequent bank overflow on the Bitterroot River have been related to low bank height.
Poor cohesion o f the bank materials along the Bitterroot River is proposed to limit the maximum
height the banks can attain before failure occurs. Investigation and analysis of the mechanical
properties o f the Bitterroot River banks may allow a theoretical critical bank height to be
estimated and compared with observed bank heights. The result could have interesting
implications for the processes of lateral bank retreat and stream braiding. The consistent presence
o f banks much lower than their critical heights could indicate that aggradation in the channel is
elevating the channel floor. However, if the critical bank height is low due to properties of the
bank's materials or stratigraphie structure, the presence of low banks provides no evidence for
aggradation. Rather, bed load derived from the channel margin is delivered to the stream at a rate
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approximately equal to the rate at which it is removed from the bank toe. Under these
circumstances, stream braiding may be related to a regime of net degradation expressed by
elimination o f the floodplain rather than by bed scour.

Mapping o f Bottom Topography
This study indicates that channel network morphology on the central Bitterroot River is
impacted by topographic factors such as local changes in slope and the presence or absence of
low undulations in the valley floor. The amplitudes o f the relevant topographic features are in
most instances far too low to appear on standard maps and the study area is too extensive to be
realistically surveyed by traditional techniques. However, high-resolution digital terrain models
depicting the valley floor with the necessaiy precision could be economically produced using
airborne laser radar systems (Flood and Gutelius 1997). The resulting terrain images would
vastly extend the potential for a diverse array o f analyses, including identification and correlation
o f terraces, determining the bounds of flood inudations, complete delineation o f the capillary
channel network, and detecting slight or spatially restricted breaks in slope that may nonetheless
have substantial impacts on the channel network. An immediate practical benefit would be the
ability to identify potential paths for future large-scale river avulsions. Such information would
be o f considerable importance in hazard mitigation and planning.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION BY PARTITION

The river partitions defined for this study are sequentially numbered. Number 1 is located
at the Missoula County line in the northern part of the study area, while partition 45 lies near the
city o f Darby at the southern limit o f the study area. Partition 45 is presented first, and description
proceeds downstream. The descriptions include observations compiled from field notes,
interpretation o f surveyed cross sectional profiles, and features digitized from aerial photographs.
Bank characteristics are noted only where unusual attributes or relationships were observed.
General partition locations are noted; precise locations for partition boundaries and cross sections
can be found at the end o f this appendix, where UTM coordinates o f boundary and cross section
end points are given.
Partition 45: The southern boundary of both this partition and o f the study area coincides
with the one-lane bridge across the main Bitterroot stem one-half mile south o f central Darby.
The partition extends approximately 1 mile downstream to a northern limit approximately onehalf mile north o f downtown Darby. The stream is generally single channel with an active bed of
variable width (60 to 300 m), alternating between narrow and moderately wide areas containing
lateral bars. A single large vegetated bar divides the channel in the north half of the partition. The
floodplain beyond the active bed is relatively flat, narrow, and unchanneled. The banks directly
downstream from the bridge are somewhat atypical of the river as a whole. Rather than sloping
steeply to the bed, the lower portion o f the bank is terminated by a gently sloping sandy toe slope
about 2 meters wide and supporting sparse grass.
Partition 44; The northern limit o f this partition is located near the middle o f Section 2 of
T3N, R21W. The active bed is mildly sinuous and mostly narrow. Point bars occupy the insides
o f the bends and are crossed by overflow swales. Most banks exhibit sandy toe slopes. The
thalweg runs along a scarp at the base of a hill on the west, and periodically swings east in a
broad arc toward the valley center. This pattern continues for the next two or three miles.
Floodplain channelization is absent except for a swale at the foot of a narrow floodplain terrace
on the west and some small channels on the terrace surface. The surveyed cross section indicates
the tread o f this western terrace is about 2 meters above the 500-year flood stage.
Partition 43 : Arc-shaped lobes on the margin o f the bottom suggest that meander bends
formerly carved into a narrow strip o f marginal western terrace. The stream branches and spreads
out into a wide braid belt containing extensive gravel bars. Banks are not observable from the
channel; the braid belt is surrounded by an area o f grass and cottonwood so low in topographic
position as to appear to drop away form the active channel. A zone o f partially established
vegetated approaching 250 meters in width and occupied by numerous overflow channels is
visible on aerial photography.
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Partition 42: The northern boundary o f this partition is located near the mouth o f Rock
Creek. The braid belt is generally narrow in this partition, except for a bulging node-like area
where the channel envelopes a stabilized island mantled with fine sediments. The floodplain
beyond the braid area generally lacks channels. A narrow strip of low terrace runs along the
western margin o f the bottom. A continuous scarp borders the bottom on the east.
Partition 41: The north limit o f this partition passes laterally through Como bridge across
the main Bitterroot stem. The river is single-thread in this reach. Rock Creek, which drains
directly into the main stem, constitutes the only other channel in the vicinity. The river appears to
be incised into an alluvial fan issuing from the canyon o f Rock Creek on the west and extending
across the valley. The western bank is approximately 5 meters high and heavily vegetated with
large trees and shrubs. Downstream, a bedrock scarp more than 10 meters high appears. On the
east, the river skirts the Sapphire foothills.
Partition 40: The northern boundary o f this partition cuts through the center o f the large
bend in the river at Harlan Creek. The river continues to be single thread. A narrow charme! and
floodplain is incised about 6 meters into a constricted valley bottom. The floodplain widens in the
north part o f the partition. An overflow channel crosses the inside o f the large bend there and
merges with Harlan Creek, which quickly joins the main stem channel. Sandy benches as the base
o f the banks were observed. Banks are sandy and variable in height, ranging from 2 to 3 meters.
Partition 39: The northern boundary of this partition runs laterally through the middle of
Section 11, T4N, R21W. The river loops around the Lost Horse Creek alluvial fan. The western
bank is incised 3-4 meters into the fan surface and is well vegetated, except for where a cobbly
point bar has developed in a wide area approximately at mid-bend. Stony armor is eroding from
the banks and accumulating along the channel margins, while bed materials tend to be coarse
gravel and cobbles. Several overflow channels occupy the wide portion of the bottom. Lost Horse
Creek enters from the west.
Partition 38: This partition comprises an area o f considerable local bottom widening. Its
northern boundaiy, located about a half mile north of Charlos Heights, is at the abrupt
constriction terminating a short zone where the bottom bulges to as much as 850 meters in width.
Scarps partially border the edges of this wide area. The active bed also widens where
anabranches occupy lobe-like bulges. The main channel first hugs the west margin o f the valley,
then swings laterally across to the east where the bulges narrow into an outlet-like neck. An
abandoned meander bend previously swung southward from this lateral section, temporarily
inverting the flow direction of the river. A low rise separates a the resulting abandoned swales on
the eastern floodplain from a higher upstream section o f channel to the west. The eastern
floodplain shows development of capillary channels.
Partition 37: This partition spans a short valley constriction reaching into Section 36 of
T5N, R21W. Both the bottom and river channel are narrow and confined in this area. The
channel hugs the east valley wall and is entrenched at least 5 meters in a surface mapped
(McMurtrey et al. 1972) as floodplain alluvium.
Partition 36: This partition's northern boundary is located just south of the valley mouth of
Sleeping Child Creek, Both the bottom and the braid belt increase in width from south to north.
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The valley bottom is about 380 m wide at the southern partition boundary, and increases to more
than 800 m in width at the northern boundary. A single, stable channel abruptly gives way to a
short braided section farther downstream. The braided section quickly consolidates as bars grade
into stable islands near the mouth o f the tributary valley o f Sleeping Child Creek. A marshy area
associated with the Camas Creek tributary occupies a slightly elevated terrace on the west.
Partition 35: The northern bound of Partition 35 is near the Ward Creek tributary. This is
an area o f channel spreading and increased multiplicity. Although the stem channel averages only
a moderate 120 m in width, a large number o f overflow swales emerge from it. Some
increasingly incise the floodplain downstream to create secondary channels. Overflow swales are
shallowly incised, with bottoms above the bankfrill flood stage. Better-developed secondaiy
channels show deeper incision so that their floors reach below the bankfull level. Many
inter-channel areas rise to levels above the 500-year flood.
Partition 34: The partition comprises the northern part of a small zone of anastomosis. Its
northern boundary is where the channels rejoin near the side o f highway 93 in Section 13 o f T5N,
R21W. A wide bottom funnels into a narrow neck with high banks at the northern limit o f this
partition. The braid belt is also constricted as it enters this neck. A scarp bordering the western
margin o f the bottom is cut into the large alluvial fan at Roaring Lion and Sawtooth Creeks. The
1937 braid belt occupied the far eastern part o f this area and included three bulging nodes
containing bar islands. By 1955 the width of the braid belt had expanded so that its western edge
migrated to the center o f the bottom area. By 1987 vegetation had become established in the
former eastern extremes o f the bed area to produce a narrower, centrally positioned braid belt
with substantially less bar development. Overflow channels are less common in this partition, but
secondary channels are better developed. All converge and merge in the north part o f the
partition. Elevations o f unchannelized portions o f the valley bottom rise to a fairly even level.
Partition 33: This partition spans a reach o f narrow river and bottom despite the fact that
the valley itself widens out considerably. The Highway 93 bridge south of Hamilton crosses the
river in the middle o f this partition, while the northern partition boundary is opposite the southern
portion o f the Skalkaho Creek fan. The west side of the bottom is near the foot o f the alluvial fan
o f Roaring Lion and Sawtooth Creek, and the east side floodplain grades into the gently-sloped
fan o f Skalkaho Creek. The braid belt is narrow and slightly sinuous with point bars on the
insides o f the bend. The bottom surface adjacent to the braid belt on the west stands slightly
above the 500-year flood stage. A higher terrace surface 6 meters above the bankfull level is
found further to the west. Toward the north, the terraces retreat from the channel banks and the
stream widens and braids mildly.
Partition 32: This partition has its northern boundary in Section 1 of T5N, R21W. It
terminates midway through the valley reach between Roaring Lion Creek on the west and
Skalkaho Creek on the east. This partition begins as a narrow strip of bottom and river skirting
the scarp o f a high western terrace. A 3-meter high bank leads to a narrow lower floodplain or
terrace surface at the base o f this scarp. Farther north the terraces recede, bank heights fall to
about 1 meter, and the braid belt widens. The widening is characterized by arcing overflow
channels following the paths of possible former meander bends that have since been cut off. At
the surveyed cross section, the channel is narrow and incised and the bottom surface is generally
above the 500-year flood stage.
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Partition 31 : This area is bounded on the north at approximately the southern limit of
Hamilton. It spans the northern half o f the river's confluence with Skalkaho Creek and the
Roaring Lion/Sawtooth Creeks tributary complex. These tributaries bifurcate extensively on the
Quaternary valley terraces so that the confluence area is characterized by a broad riparian zone
rather than by a few discrete stream channels. The bottom continues to widen here, as does the
braid belt. A number o f large island have developed within the braid belt, and the river has an
anastomosing pattern. A number o f well-developed secondary channels diverge widely from the
main braid belt, and are connected to the braid belt by frequent overflow channels. In 1937 and
1955, the main stem occupied the west side of the bottom. By 1987 it had shifted to the east side
o f the bottom, with overflow swales directed toward a secondary channel on the west side. A
small area o f open deciduous woodland higher than the 500-year flood level separates these two
channel areas. Some capillaiy channel development is evident along the western bottom margin
in the north.
Partition 30: The portion spans the remainder o f a zone of anastomosis opposite the
Skalkaho Creek alluvial fan. The northern boundary is about 400 meters south of a bridge across
the river near the center o f Hamilton. The bottom is wide until it reaches a narrow neck in the
north. Its west edge is bounded by a scarp leading to a fan formed by a complex o f tributaries.
The braid belt is moderately wide. As described in the previous partition it was confined to the
east side o f the bottom in 1987 and to the west side in 1937. A secondary channel occupies the
1937 west side in the later configuration. Intervening land is above the 500-year flood stage. The
two sides o f the valley are at equivalent elevations so that overflow channels are subparallel and
flow generally directly down-valley. A mill pond occupied this site during the first part of the
20th century. The 1901 edition of the 1:125000 USGS Hamilton quandrangle indicates most of
the partition bottom was immersed. As in partition 31, there is slight capillary development along
the base o f the western scarp. Banks in both partitions are characterized by thick layers of fines
and dense vegetation.
Partition 29: This is a short partition adjacent to Hamilton. The northern boundary is near
a small bridge near the north end o f the city. The bottom is generally narrow but has an arcing
bulge midway along its length that greatly increases its area. The braid belt remains narrow, but
an overflow channel occupies the perimeter of the bottom arc. The main channel is straight and
narrow. This section includes a small dam for irrigation diversion and may be artificially
channelized.
Partition 28: The northern limit of this partition is about 300 meters south of a drive-in
theater appearing on the Hamilton North USGS 1:24000 quadrangle. It is an area where the river
bottom begins to spread from a narrow neck on to the extremely wide valley bottom typical o f the
central portion o f the study area. By the northern limit o f this partition, the bottom has spread
from about 120 meters in width to about 500 meters. However, the braid belt remains narrow,
simple, and straight. The floodplain is generally flat and unchanneled, except for the Corvallis
irrigation canal.
Partition 27: The bottom maintains a fairly constant width through this stretch, which
includes the Highway 93 bridge over the main channel and ends near the mouth o f Blodgett
Creek. The braid belt shows increasing island formation and, in the northern portion, substantial
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development o f overflow and secondary channels. A scarp bounds the southern three-quarters of
the western bottom margin. An arc o f capillary channels is present on the east bottom margin.
The valley floor at the highway bridge is flat and above flood stage.
Partition 26: The northern limit o f this partition is one mile south of Woodside crossing.
The bottom and braid belt continue to slowly widen toward the north, while the valley itself is
extremely wide. Although the active bed area of bare gravel bars is only o f moderate width, the
area occupied by arcing overflow swales and poorly vegetated floodplain is dramatically larger.
A well develop secondary channel outlines the western edge o f this area, and receives the flow o f
Blodgett Creek. Capillary channels are lacking, while islands are few and rather small. Trash and
rip-rap was observed embedded about 35 cm deep in the muddy fines mantling the bank,
suggesting that aggradation may be important in this area. The bottom area is o f low relief. The
Highway 93 road grade crosses over the bottom and is the highest point within it.
Partition 25: This partition extends to Woodside Crossing, where the bottom approaches
2000 meters in width. The stem channel exhibits pool-riffle morphology. Although the channel
occupies a moderately wide bed area with wide cobble bars in its riffle portions, much o f it is
single thread. Overflow and secondary channels show a tendency to reunite with the stem after a
short distance. In 1987 the braid belt was on the western side of the bottom, while in 1937 the
braid belt occupied a more central position in the valley. The 1937 position may represent a
recent eastern limit, as the floodplain beyond that point is elevated above the 500-year flood
stage. Beyond the high ground, the far east side o f the bottom is at a generally lower level than
the western half and is occupied by subparallel capillaiy channels merging with an unnamed
tributary channel. This low area has not been occupied by the braid belt in the study time span.
Perhaps its low level was eroded independently o f the Bitterroot River by tributary and effluent
groundwater flow. The tributary, although unnamed, has cut a substantial trench in the
Quaternary and Tertiary terraces between Willow and Gird Creeks.
Partition 24: This is a zone of much channel movement. The northern limit of this
partition is about one mile north of Woodside Crossing. A wide braid belt containing some
islands occupies the western side of the bottom. The bottom is bound on that side by a scarp
terminating the Quaternary valley terrace. A single well-developed overflow channel loops to the
east. Farther east the floodplain is well-channeled with subparallel capillary channels and the
channels o f Willow Creek and an unnamed tributary emerging from the eastern foothill farther to
the south. Apart from that channelization, the floodplain is flat. The braid belt is free to wander
over much o f this bottom, as shown by the 1937 location o f an eastern branch in the north-central
part o f the bottom. By 1955 the north central branch had waned considerably. At its maximum,
the eastern branch did not reach as far east as the channel of Willow Creek and the eastern
capillary network.
Partition 23: The northern limit o f this partition coincides roughly with the Cobb railroad
siding. In 1937 the braid belt branched around large islands in relatively narrow ribbons of active
bed with its eastern branch occupying a relatively central position in the bottom. By 1987 the
configuration had changes to that of a single straight and very wide braid belt containing
numerous island ranging from small to large. It was located toward the western edge of the
bottom. As o f 1987, multiple braided or anastomosed channels were present in the area. The far
eastern part o f the bottom is occupied by the northerly trending channel o f Willow Creek and a
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narrow capillary belt that is intertwined with a network o f irrigation ditches. The topography of
the bottom is irregular, but essentially all of the western two-thirds lies within below the 500-year
flood stage. The eastern capillary/irrigation channels are somewhat higher. Traces o f old
meanders reaching far to the east are seen on photos. It appears that there has been a net
reduction in river elevation over the scale of Holocene time.
Partition 22: This partition extends northward to the southern margin of the Poverty Flat
fan. Large floodplain islands and stabilized bar islands occupy a wide braid belt that shows little
change over time. The cross section profile reveals that the braid belt is slightly entrenched
between levee-like elevated areas as much as a meter above the 500-year flood stage. Banks are
well vegetated and muddy, especially at relatively narrow braid belt constrictions that alternate
with wider more braided areas. Overflow channels are frequent along the braid belt margin,
coalescing into a pair o f secondary channels in the northeast section o f the partition. Fred Burr
Creek enters the floodplain from the west, and runs sub-parallel to the braid belt as a
tributary-capillary channel complex. The bottom elevation in this western area falls to near the
500-year flood stage, while the channels of Fred Burr Creek and its associated capillaries reach to
below bankfull stage. Substantial ground water discharge is apparent in this partition. Quicksand
is common, and turbulent "boils" were observed in fine sand on the bottom o f one small channel.
Another minor channel incised into the floodplain and delivering a small re-entry flow to the
river was observed to terminate abruptly a short distance from the river in an essentially vertical
headcut (Figure A-1). Discharge emerged from the interface between the upper fine-grained
floodplain deposits and the coarse gravels at the base of the headcut.
Partition 21 : The abandoned Tucker Crossing defines this partition’s northern limit. This
has been a major site o f main stem branching for the duration o f recent history. By 1955 and
continuing into the present, the braid belt split into three relatively narrow individual channels at
a spot near the center o f the partition. After flowing around a large floodplain island, the central
and eastern chaimels reunite near the partition’s northern boundary. However, both the eastern
and a far western branch o f the main channel are maintained and define a very Large Island area
extending for nearly 5 miles downstream. This configuration has remained essentially static until
the present, with the main variation being in the relative and absolute magnitudes o f the
discharges flowing to the east or west. On 1937 photography, the situation was similar. However,
discharge into the western branch was so small that at its exit from the branching node it
resembled a secondary channel. Likewise, the eastern branch also failed to maintain a continuous
braid belt at that time. Discussion o f this failure to maintain a continuous braid belt will resume in
descriptions o f the downstream partitions. Since 1937 the western branch has been expanding,
and by 1987 it appeared to have captured most o f the discharge. At the time of field inspection in
July and August o f 1996, the western channel was dominant.
Beyond the limits o f the braid belts, the bottom surface is channeled with the
tributaiy-capillary complex o f Fred Burr Creek on the west and a system of partially natural
irrigation ditches on the east. The Fred Burr network originates in the partition to the south, then
meanders and anastomoses through the western portion of the bottom before joining the western
branch o f the main channel where it reaches the far western margin o f the bottom. On the east, a
surface up to 1.5 meters above the 500-year flood stage contains some irregular capillary _
channels.
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Figure A-1; Example of a Capillary Headcut.

M

Figure ; Example o f a Capillary Channel.
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The area at the southern tip of the Large Island between the eastern and western channel
branch was explored. The area was found to contain numerous narrow vertically-banked capillaiy
channels about 3-5 meters wide and 2 meters deep. Their well-vegetated banks are generally
muddy throughout. Their bed materials vary from mud to sand with occasional accumulations of
gravel or cobbles. One such channel (Figure A-2) was traced from near a collapsed wooden
bridge o f the old Tucker Crossing upstream to the capillary channel's exit from the main stream.
Charme! dimensions and discharge decreased upstream. At its junction with the main river
chaimel, it was reduced to an overflow swale and a separate notch through a grassy bank area
nearby. This notch was about 1.5 meters deep but less than half a meter wide. Its extremely
narrow form suggested that it was formed by a subsurface piping process rather than by overland
flow. In contrast to the muddy character of the island east of the western channel» the western
bank o f the western channel at Tucker Crossing is composed mostly o f gravel and rock with only
a minimal cap o f fine materials. Indications are that the western channel is adjacent to a low
Quaternary terrace surface rather than floodplain alluvium.
Partition 20: The northern boundary o f this partition falls on the line between Sections 5
and 8 o f T7N, R20W. The south channel of the Bear Creek tributary enters the floodplain from
the west at this point. In 1937, discharge in the western branch of the Bitterroot River in this
partition was so small that the channel could be described as a continuation of the Fred Burr
Creek tributary. It was, however, connected to the larger eastern branch by a set o f overflow and
secondary charmels that trended northwestward across the intervening Large Island. Discharge in
the western channel increased rapidly in a downstream direction due to this network of
small-scale channels as well as tributary and probably groundwater inputs. By 1955, the extant
continuous braid belt on the western side of the island had developed. By 1987, the eastern
channel had developed wide braid nodes while the western channel had remained relatively
narrow. Both have developed frequent bar islands, although the bars disappear and the channel
becomes narrow and single-thread farther downstream on the west. The western channel also
carved a scarp about 8 meters high in the valley terrace to the west. On its eastern bank
vegetation is dense and fine sediments are thick.
The surface o f the Large Island is better drained in this area than farther upstream. Pine
trees are more common and brush less common. A surficial layer o f fine sediments exposed in a
small channel in the island is less than half a meter thick. Despite the well-drained appearance of
the island, bottom topography in this partition lies almost exclusively below the 500-year flood
stage.

Partition 19: This partition ends 1 mile south of Victor Crossing. The northern boundary
approximately bisects the Large Island longitudinally. The bottom is extremely wide here as in all
partitions comprising the Large Island area, often exceeding 2500 meters. Distinct differences in
the morphologies o f the eastern and western braid belt branches were observed in the field and on
post-1937 photography in this partition. When active, the eastern branch resembles many other
locations along the river in exhibiting braided stream morphology, such as a wide shallow cross
section and frequent in-channel sand or gravel bars supporting only sparse vegetation.
Meanwhile, the western channel is relatively narrow and deep. In-channel bars are rare and bank
vegetation is well-developed. Midway through this partition the 1937 photographs show that the
far western channel had accumulated enough discharge from the adjacent low Quaternary terrace
scarp or through secondary channels to produce a visible swath of emergent bed material.
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Beyond the braid belts, capillary channel development is common. Small channels on the Large
Island tend to drain toward the west at the south end o f the partition and toward the east farther
north. One o f a pair o f well-developed secondary channels to the east o f the stem channels drains
toward the bottom center, the other follows the eastern edge o f the floodplain. Both are probably
enhanced by return flow from irrigation canals located on the gently sloping eastern valley
margin. Many o f the topographic highs between channels on this bottom project slightly above
the 500-year flood stage. Floors o f small channels on the Large Island typically descend to depths
o f only about 35 cm below the bankfull level.
Partition 18: This partition reaches north to Victor Crossing. The western branch o f the
braid belt continues as a narrow, tranquil, slightly sinuous single channel. The eastern branch
remains braided, and splits into two channels defining a sizable floodplain island near the
northern boundary. The bottom topography here is anomalous. The western margin o f the
bottom, containing the western channel, stands about 70 cm higher on the average than the
eastern third. The surface of the Large Island is typically 35 cm above the 500-year flood stage
and its overflow and capillary channel bottoms are incised just barely to the bankfull level. By
contrast, most o f the eastern bottom area is well below the bankfull stage. Several bifurcated
anabranches o f the north channel of Bear Creek enter the western braid belt in this partition.
Discharge from these tributaries or groundwater emerging from the Quaternary low terrace
alluvium adjacent to the bottom area may have been important in initiating or maintaining flow in
the western stem channel in spite o f its elevated position. The lower elevation of the eastern
bottom area is reflected in the presence of eastern capillary channels draining toward the Union
Ditch irrigation canal near the foot of the eastern valley terraces.
Partition 17; This partition includes the southern half of the valley reach between Victor
Crossing and Bell Crossing. As is typical in this portion o f the study area, a distinct scarp bounds
much o f the bottom on the west side o f the partition. One location where a bend in the western
channel is eroding into a scarp 10 meters is followed downstream by a zone of intense braiding.
Also typical of the central valley is the eastern bottom boundary, which grades into the gently
sloping Quaternary low terrace alluvium. Any scarps between the floodplain and low terrace
alluvium on the east, if present, are too low to be detected on topographic sheets or digital
elevation models.
As indicated in the preceding partition description, the eastern braid belt enters this
partition as a pair o f branches around a floodplain island. In both the 1955 and 1987 photographs,
these branches reunite near the center of the partition where the intact eastern branch trends
northwesterly toward a reunion with the far western branch in the extreme north part of the
partition. However, in 1937 discharge in the divided eastern branches decreased so much before
reaching their downstream junctions that a braid belt was no longer visible in aerial photos.
Instead o f rejoining, the channels dispersed. Much o f the flow veered toward the northeast in
several independent channels that mingled into a network o f capillary channels. The remainder
radiated north and northwest in secondary channels, some of which were traceable to a
downstream confluence with the western braid belt. In 1996 flow velocity in the eastern channel
was extremely slow in the northern part of the partition, where the channel appeared to be filling.
The topographic survey data for this partition indicates that the central portion o f the bottom
occupied by the more easterly braid belt is as much as a meter higher than the marginal areas.
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Partition 16: This area extends northward to Bell Crossing, and includes the northern-most
terminus o f the Large Island. By 1955, the secondary channels radiating northwest from the
defunct eastern braid belt of 1973 had enlarged to form a continuous braid belt leading back to
the western branch. The northern limit o f the Large Island at the time was in the northern half of
the partition. By 1987, the eastern braid belt branch had captured the discharge from a eastwardly
migrating bend o f the western channel. This truncated the northern tip o f the Large Island,
moving its terminus to the southern boundary o f the partition. The abandoned segment o f the
western channel north of the captured bend had largely filled by 1987. The secondary channels
radiating from the end o f the 1937 eastern braid belt have remained as distinct features of the
valley bottom to the present. Extant are two major secondary channel complexes, one located
near the center of the bottom and the other near the eastern margin. Each forms the spine of a
complex network o f irregular capillary channels. This eastern secondary/capillary zone is
separated from the braid zone to the west by an elevated portion of the bottom with peak
elevations at least 1.5 meters above the maximum flood stage and more than 3 meters above the
bankfull level.
Partition 15: This partition essentially covers the area within Sections 16 and 17 of T8N,
R20W. Big Creek enters the system from the west. The bottom continues to be flanked on the
west by a valley terrace scarp and on the east by a gently sloping surface. Bottom width is
slightly reduced. This partition is laterally divided in half by an extensive topographic high near
the center. The western half is occupied by the braid belt, accompanied by some overflow and
capillary channels. The braid belt is moderately wide and includes several moderately large
island bars. Its location has been relatively stable through time, although the 1937 version was
substantially narrower than in later years. Upon reaching the valley bottom, the discharge o f Big
Creek turns northward and anastomoses through at least two secondary channels for a kilometer
or more before joining the braid belt. The eastern half o f the bottom is occupied by two
intertwining secondary channel complexes inherited from the previous partition. These are
accompanied by closely-spaced capillary channels. Both the western and eastern channelized
areas are generally below maximum flood stage, while the central area is about a half meter
above that stage over a continuous width of about 800 meters.
Partition 14: This partition covers the bottom area within Sections 8 and 9 of T8N, R20W.
Most o f this partition has similar features as the preceding one. The eastern half o f the bottom is
dominated by an extensive secondary/capillary system that is separated from the braid belt by a
central area that is elevated above the maximum flood stage. The braid belt itself is moderately
wide and contains frequent vegetated bars. Its location has remained stable through time. A
change occurs in the northern part of this partition, in which the central elevated area appears to
terminate and the braid belt swings to the east. At the northern limit of the partition, the braid belt
is in the middle o f the valley and still trending east. The cross sectional profile data reveal a high
feature on the western edge o f the braid belt interpreted as an artificial dike. This dike constitutes
the first o f many such structures that are encountered in the vicinity of Stevensville. Capillary
development takes over in the widening western marginal area.
Exploration of the western marginal area revealed the presence of a low floodplain
terrace. The final western thalweg o f the active bed area contained standing water and was
terminated by a typical 1.5-meter-high bank composed of gravel capped by loamy fines. Beyond
the bank was a well-drained surface vegetated with pine, cottonwood, and grasses. About 50
meters farther to the west a small scarp 1.5 meters high was encountered (Figure A-3). This
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upper surface appeared dryer than the preceding one and was vegetated with large pines and
grass. Large swales were found on this terrace surface, including one containing standing water.

Partition 13: The northern boundary for this partition is approximated by the line between
Township 8 N and Township 9 N. McCalla Creek emerges from the western terraces at this
latitude, and the north edge o f Sunset Bench meets the Burnt Fork alluvial fan on the east side.
The braid belt continues to swing eastward until it reaches the scarp o f an eastern valley terrace.
As the braid belt approaches the eastern bottom limit, the secondary channel systems in that area
are absorbed into the main stem. Meanwhile, a zone o f marshes and a dense network of irregular
capillary channels expands on the west until it occupies half the bottom. The bottoms of these
channels are often at or above bankfull level, while the intervening divides are above maximum
flood stage. An exception to the generally high level o f westside channels is a more deeply cut
marshy swale at the far western edge. A dike separates this elevated western capillary area from
the braid belt (Figure A-4). East o f the dike, the braid belt and floodplain are topographically low.
Average elevation is approximately equal to the bankfull level.

Partition 12: The northern boundary of this partition is adjacent to the Riverview
Cemetery just south o f Stevensville. A dominant characteristic o f this partition is a consistent
eastward slope in bottom topography. As a result, the braid belt is found at the far eastern margin
o f the bottom where it carves into the toe of the Burnt Fork alluvial fan. This fan limits the
eastern extent of the bottom so that the river forms a broad arc, convex to the west. Although the
lateral bottom gradient pins the braid belt to the eastern scarp, some moderately large overflow
channels project as much as 400 meters westward. The braid belt also contains frequent
mid-channel bars. The western two-thirds of the bottom is a zone of occasional capillary
channels, and most noticeably, o f the meandering back-water channel of McCalla Creek. After an
inauspicious start as a relatively minor western tributary, McCalla Creek occupies a low marshy
swale that appears to be a partially filled former main stem channel. This channel receives
additional inputs from other minor tributaries and probably from groundwater discharge as it
winds northward. Dikes separate the western bottom from the river in at least some parts of this
partition.

Partition 11: This partition end near the center of Stevensville. The mapped bottom area
has narrowed due to the projection o f the Burnt Fork alluvial fan into the valley. The braid belt
remains near the scarp at the base o f the fan through most of this section, although a lateral
gradient is no longer apparent. The bottom probably extends farther west than the western limit
o f the surveyed cross sectional profile for this partition. McCalla Creek meanders to the west of
Highway 93, where the cross section originates. The portion o f the bottom east of the highway
but west o f the braid belt is characterized by smoothly arcing slack-water channels. Through
most o f this partition the 1937 braid belt was wider and farther to the west than in later
photographs. Extensive rip rap and obvious dike structures were observed in the field, and a
probable dike appears in the partition's cross sectional profile. It is probable that narrowing here
is the result o f artificial structures.
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Figure A-3; Example o f a Fioodplain Terrace. The terrace surface occupies the center and right side of
the photograph. A short scarp about 1.5 m high separates the terrace from a lower fioodplain level shown
at the far left.

Figure A-4: Cross Section Profile at Partition 13.
Partition 13 C ro ss Section Profiie
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Partition 10: Partition 10 extends to the Stevensville Bridge. Kootenai Creek enters
McCalla Creek before the combined channel enters the main stem. The braid belt swings away
from the eastern scarp and reaches the western margin of the narrow bottom area found in this
partition. Since 1937, the braid belt here has transformed from a moderately wide zone
accompanied by significant bar formation, to an anomalously narrow channel where bars are
absent. A continuous dike, probably responsible for this narrowing, was observed in the field on
the west edge o f the braid belt.
Partition 9: The northern limit o f this area is directly on line with the channel of North
Burnt Fork Creek. The bottom has become quite constricted, with an average width o f less than
700 meters. As with the preceding partition, the river has been transformed from a moderately
wide braid zone with frequent bars to an extremely narrow and straight channel. The valley cross
section for this partition lies in the middle of a large abandoned bend and shows no dike features,
but channelizing structures are found at other locations in this reach. The banks downstream of
the Stevensville Bridge tend to slope more gently to the river than in most locations. The slope of
the east bank is approximately 30 degrees and the west bank has a broad in-channel toe slope at
its base.
Partition 8: The northern limit o f this partition lies just south o f the Whitetail Golf Course.
Considerable channelization is again evident in this narrow bottom area. The entrance to a large
formerly active bend has been completely blocked by a dike. The bend now serves only as the
lower course o f the North Burnt Fork Creek tributary. An in-channel toe slope found in the main
channel is as much as 15 meters wide in places.
Partition 7; The northern boundary o f this partition extends in a southeasterly direction
through Sections 3 and 11 of T9N, R20. It bisects a large bend carving a scarp into the high
Quaternary terrace south o f Bass Creek. This bend already consumed a section of the old
Highway 93 since the new highway was constructed higher on the terrace in TIME. The base of
the scarp below the new Highway 93 is now heavily rip-rapped. A cut-off chute has historically
been visible across the point bar of this bend, and completely cut off the bend in the spring of
1996. Aside from the bend and cut-off described above, the main channel in this partition is
generally narrow and single-thread. It is also confined to the western margin of the bottom. East
o f the main channel is a nearly level expanse o f fioodplain lying within the Lee Metcalf Wildlife
Refuge. Obvious dikes and road grades within the wildlife refuge have been constructed to
impound water. Prior to its establishment as a wildlife refuge, much o f the area within the
wetlands was well-drained productive farmland (Tom Rufatto, personal communication).
Occasional capillary channels now exist in this area. Some follow broad arcs while others are
irregular in their courses.
Partition 6: A railroad bridge across the main stem near Three-mile Creek defines the
northern limit of this partition. The braid belt continues to be channelized through this reach —
dike-like structures are present on both sides of the main stem. The lower portion of this section
was heavily rip-rapped with cabled-together car bodies by the Burlington Northern Railroad
about 1959 (Tom Rufatto, personal communication). In this section the river leaves the high
scarp on the west and flows in a northeasterly direction diagonally toward the east side.
Beginning at the large bend south o f Bass Creek, the western scarp trends on a northeasterly
strike and appears to initiate flow in this direction. The braid belt is generally narrow, but
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includes moderate bulges. A large secondary channel leaves the western side of the main stem.
Downstream this secondary channel is responsible for detaching a large island from the
fioodplain. Fioodplain relief within the wildlife refuge is essentially level. Arcuate capillary
channels visible on photography may have filled.
Partition 5: The northern boundary o f this partition trends southeasterly through Section
26, 25, and 36 o f TION, R20W, contacting the Eastside Highway in Section 36. The braid belt
widens through this section, and in the 1996 field season was intensely braided. Overflow
channels are abundant, mainly on two islands defined by a pair o f large secondary channels that
bracket the main stem. These channel were o f sufficient magnitude in 1955 to be considered
anastomosing branches o f the main stem on photographs from that year. The islands appear to
detach from and reattach to the adjacent fioodplain through time. The exposed portions o f banks
were often observed to be composed wholly of fine material. This is a low-lying area of little
relief, particularly on the east which is practically featureless other a dike along the eastern edge
o f the braid belt. Capillary channels are visible farther from the stem, particularly to the west.
Partition 4: The northern boundary of this partition extends across the valley
approximately on line with Sweeney Creek. The braid belt here is uniformly wide and somewhat
sinuous. Overflow channels exist nearby. The stem continues to be bracketed by the large
secondary channels and islands described with the previous partition. The islands are only
slightly higher than the bankfull flood level. A fairly dense capillary network to the west trenches
a slightly higher surface that rises gradually toward the bottom margin. The capillaries are .
ultimately connected with the minor tributaries draining the Quaternary low terrace alluvium to
the west, such as Lany Creek. The terrain in this area consists o f open woodland with brush,
grass, and marsh traversed by gullies and capillary channels. The capillaries here commonly have
vertical headcuts, contain standing water, and end abruptly. They appear to occur in swarms —
zones o f intensive dissection alternate with relatively flat surfaces. The secondary channel
defining the eastern fioodplain island was substantially filled in 1996.
This partition comprises the northern half o f a portion of river that flows in a
predominantly northeasterly direction as it crosses diagonally from the western to the eastern
valley margins. The eastern edge o f the channeled bottom is bounded by a nearly continuous
scarp from about the middle o f this partition to the northern limit of the study area. Upon
reaching the eastern edge o f the bottom, banks on the east becomes more coarse grained. In some
areas the typical bank sequence o f bed material capped by silty fines is overlain by a layer of
poorly-sorted deposits believed to be fan colluvium.
Partition 3: The northern boundary for this partition is accordant with the Florence Bridge.
The braid belt here widens to include node-like forms containing fairly large islands. The islands
rise to midway between bankfull and the 500-year flood levels and frequently divide the main
stem into three or four anabranches. Overflow channels are numerous in some areas between the
nodes. An elevated fioodplain terrace 1.5 meters above the 500-year flood level occupies the
western half o f the bottom. Frequent channels appear on this surface, all entrenched to a depth of
about a meter with their bottoms generally above the bankfull water level. They are part o f a
dense tributary/capillary complex several ephemeral channels draining the fan to the west and
probably groundwater discharge. Much of this elevated fioodplain surface is poorly-drained and
marshy.
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Partition 2: The boundary for this partition is near and approximately parallel to the
southern limit o f Section 1, TION, R20W. It occupies a constriction in the valley caused by
encroachment o f the Eight-mile Creek alluvial fan on the east and a fan associated with Tie Chute
Creek on the west. Scarps are present along both the east and west the bottom margins in the
northern half o f the partition. The bottom here is narrow, due to the alluvial fans mentioned
above. Although narrow, the bottom is moderately channeled with capillaries and the channel of
Squaw Creek, which like McCalla Creek, appears to be an abandoned stem channel now
occupied by tributary and groundwater flow. The channel serves as a kind of on-ramp for
discharge from One Horse, Tie Chute, Carlton, Maple, and McClain Creeks before reaching the
main stem eight miles to the north. An elevated area generally at or above the maximum flood
stage serves to separate Squaw Creek from the main braid belt, which is confined to the eastern
margin o f the bottom. There is evidence of some overflow activity in near proximity to the main
stem. The stem braid belt is narrow and generally single thread, although some bars are evident.
Dikes were observed as different locations in this partition.
Partition 1: The northern limit o f this partition and the study area is the Missoula County
line. The bottom is contained on both sides by scarps. The braid belt here is narrow, straight and
simple. Relatively high, stable banks have probably been artificially modified. The fioodplain is
fairly well channeled with capillaries, but lacks overflow types. The marshy Squaw Creek
capillary/tributary complex dominates the far western margin o f the valley. In some local
instances, drainage o f capillary channels may be in a southerly direction. The elevated central
portion o f the fioodplain separating the Squaw Creek complex from the braid belt persists in this
partition.
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UTM Coordinates of Partition Boundary and Cross Section Endpoints
(UTM Zone 11,NAD27)
Boundary or
Cross Section
Study area boundary
Xsection 1
Boundary 1-2
Xsection 2
Boundary 2-3
Xsection 3
Boundary 3-4
Xsection 4
Boundary 4-5
Xsection 5
Boundary 5-6
Xsection 6
Boundary 6-7
Xsection 7
Boundary 7-8
Xsection 8
Boundary 8-9
Xsection 9
Boundary 9-10
Xsection 10
Boundary 10-11
Xsection 11
Boundary 11-12
Xsection 12
Boundary 12-13
Xsection 13
Boundary 13-14
Xsection 14
Boundary 14-15
Xsection 15
Boundary 15-16
Xsection 16
Boundary 16-17
Xsection 17
Boundary 17-18
Xsection 18
Boundary 18-19
Xsection 19
Boundary 19-20
Xsection 20
Boundary 20-21
Xsection 21
Boundary 21-22

West Endpoint
Y
X
723853 5171415
724117 5170545
724292 5169877
724220 5169146
724188 5168159
723500 5166548
723562 5165758
723354 5165185
723497 5164789
723447 5163612
723362 5163128
722942 5162004
722029 5160610
722279 5159392
722199 5158774
722187 5157364
721956 5156897
721926 5156247
721692 5155867
721239 5155237
721028 5154561
720956 5154087
720848 5153342
720776 5152443
720741 5151945
720613 5151198
720561 5150595
720485 5150008
720307 5148670
720514 5148039
720129 5147090
720133 5146554
719888 5145671
720039 5144887
720000 5143835
720124 5143156
720312 5142330
720241 5141257
720276 5140625
720063 5139816
719879 5139071
719846 5138104
719664 5137691

East Endpoint
Y
X
726988 5171581
726248 5170569
725621 5169878
725710 5169142
725888 5168328
726714 5166650
726952 5165622
726196 5163902
725786 5162804
725468 5162239
724714 5161297
724498 5160545
724487 5159290
724430 5159105
723749 5158269
723720 5157284
723237 5156589
723009 5155965
722716 5155285
722485 5154877
722516 5154552
722663 5153900
722555 5153262
722795 5152642
723178 5151621
723357 5151079
723498 5150205
723428 5149288
723350 5148785
723011 5147821
723111 5147178
722977 5146072
723100 5145371
723178 5144535
723165 5144090
723033 5143208
723048 5142402
722845 5141365
722748 5140694
722776 5139861
722484 5139107
722387 5137861
721592 5137357
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DNR
Profi
B15
B25
B50
B65
B75
B95
BllO
B120
B130
B150
B160
B170
B180
B190
B200
B220
B230
B250
B260
B270
B280

Boundary or
Cross Section
Xsection 22
Boundary 22-23
Xsection 23
Boundary 23-24
Xsection 24
Boundary 24-25
Xsection 25
Boundary 25-26
Xsection 26
Boundary 26-27
Xsection 27
Boundary 27-28
Xsection 28
Boundary 28-29
Xsection 29
Boundary 29-30
Xsection 30
Boundary 30-31
Xsection 31
Boundary 31-32
Xsection 32
Boundary 32-33
Xsection 33
Boundary 33-34
Xsection 34
Boundary 34-35
Xsection 35
Boundary 35-36
Xsection 36
Boundary 36-37
Xsection 37
Boundary 37-38
Xsection 38
Boundary 38-39
Xsection 39
Boundary 39-40
Xsection 40
Boundary 40-41
Xsection 41
Boundary 41-42
Xsection 42
Boundary 43-42
Xsection 43
Boundary 44-43
Xsection 44
Boundary 45-44
Xsection 45
Study area boundary

West Endpoint
X
Y
719591 5137053
719838 5136242
719519 5135152
719523 5134247
719249 5133479
719198 5132502
718943 5131880
718904 5130988
718671 5130072
718381 5129404
718670 5128666
718420 5127663
718408 5126976
717783 5126091
717540 5125126
717302 5124822
717229 5124135
717274 5123330
717712 5122797
718133 5121928
718234 5121104
718279 5120560
718388 5119661
718129 5118851
717649 5117738
717754 5117142
718457 5116352
718236 5115379
718214 5114680
718485 5113869
718090 5113140
718784 5112925
718286 5112309
718152 5110827
717952 5109844
717449 5108826
718120 5107889
718447 5107592
718813 5107255
718855 5106643
718866 5105826
718799 5105190
719421 5104014
718525 5102795
718646 5101876
718641 5100906
718862 5100238
719639 5099495

East Endpoint
X
Y
721859 5136406
721936 5135706
721750 5134642
721880 5133750
721867 5133251
721838 5132561
720677 5131567
720338 5130760
720350 5129971
719684 5129193
719033 5128262
719067 5127543
718943 5126869
718120 5125939,
717986 5125028
718120 5124966
718737 5124689
718956 5123852
719392 5122984
719442 5122080
719507 5121143
719394 5120550
718796 5119835
718383 5118765
719015 5118005
719130 5117534
719317 5116417
719427 5115475
719277 5114756
719399 5113865
719360 5113243
719530 5112790
719237 5112049
719179 5110827
718435 5109401
718325 5108845
718288 5108403
718453 5108251
719010 5107327
719210 5106682
719420 5105914
719684 5105187
718530 5104162
719577 5102799
719384 5102080
719284 5101018
719393 5100405
719324 5099274
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DNRC
Profile ID
B290
B300
B310
B330
B340
B360
B370
B395
B400
B410
B420
B445
B455
B465
B475
B485
B490
B505
B525
B545
B555
B565
B580
B590

APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

BB37: Mean braid belt width in meters per partition in 1937. BBA37 divided by L_val.
BB55: Mean braid belt width in meters per partition in 1955. BBA55 divided by L_val.
BB87: Mean braid belt width in meters per partition in 1987. BBA87 divided by L_val.
BB3755: The change in braid belt width from 1937 to 1955 in meters.
BB5587: The change in braid belt width from 1955 to 1987 in meters.
BBA37: The area in square meters of braid belt per partition in 1937.
BBA55: The area in square meters of braid belt per partition in 1955.
BBA87: The area in square meters of braid belt per partition in 1987.
Bbavg: Average braid belt widths in meters; the arithmetic mean of BB37, BB55, and BB87.
BarA37: The total bar island area in square meters per partition in 1937.
BarA55: The total bar island area in square meters per partition in 1955.
BarA87; The total bar island area in square meters per partition in 1987.
B ar Islands: Small vegetated areas lying within the braid belt. They are assumed to be the
product of bar deposition within the active channel.
Bars37: The number of bar islands per partition in 1937.
BarsSS: The number of bar islands per partition in 1955.
Bars87: The number of bar islands per partition in 1987.
BC: Bottom channels; the number of thalwegs present on the valley bottom at surveyed cross
sections.
BotA: The area in square meters of valley bottom per partition.
BotW: Average valley bottom width in meters. BotA divided by L_val.
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Braid Belt: A linear zone of bare bed material lacking significant vegetation that is visible on
aerial photographs. The braid belt is of variable width and may contain bars and braid
anabranches.
Branching Node: A points where the braid belt divides into two or more subparallel braid belt
branches separated by large permanent islands.
CapD: The total length of capillary channels in meters per partition. Measured from 1955
photographs.
C ap jp a: The ratio of capillary channel length to partition bottom area, multiplied by 1000 to
obtain values on a more convenient scale. Cap_pa = (CapD / BotA) * 1000.
Capillary Channels: An end-member class among narrow, sinuous, or irregular fioodplain
chaimels containing little or no coarse material. They are distinguished from secondary
chatmels on the aerial photographs by frequent and irregular bifurcation in both the
upstream and downstream directions, smaller scale, and lack of continuity.
Darby Section: The southern morphological zone of the study area comprising partitions 28
through 45. Characterized by high variability in valley gradient and width.
d£l_ft: The drop in elevation in feet over each partition.
dEl_m: The drop in elevation in meters over each partition.
DepAvg bf: The average bankfull water depth in meters at each surveyed cross section.
Calculated as XS_bf divided by Width_bf.
Dep_bf: Maximum bankfull water depth in meters.
Dsb_El_ft: The elevation in feet of the downstream boundary of each partition.
Dsb_Ei_m: The elevation in meters of the downstream boundary of each partition.
Dsb_v: The distance in meters from the southern limit of the study area to downstream partition
boundaries.
Dsl_v: The distance in meters from the southern limit of the study area to partition midpoints.
E-width: The width in meters of valley bottom zones appearing on surveyed cross sections that
are elevated above the estimated 500-year flood stage. To be included, elevated zones must
be separated from the valley margin by lower land that is within reach of the 500-year flood
stage.
EtrenchR: Entrenchment ratio, defined as water surface width at two time bankfull depth
divided by the bankfull water surface width.
Grad37: Stream gradient in 1937.
Grad55: Stream gradient in 1955.
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Grad87: Stream gradient in 1987.
Grad_v: Valley gradient
lslA37: The area of islands in square meters per partition in 1937.
IslASS: The area of islands in square meters per partition in 1955.
IslA87: The area of islands in square meters per partition in 1987.
Islands: Relatively large, well vegetated, and often irregularly shaped areas surrounded by braid
belt. Islands resemble the fioodplain in vegetation and topography, and appear to be
fragments of fioodplain that have been circumscribed by channel incision.
Islands37: The number of islands per partition in 1937.
IslandsSS: The number of islands per partition in 1955.
Islands87: The number of islands per partition in 1987.
k: Index of relative gradient proposed by Hack. Derivation described in Chapter III: Data and
Methods.
Large Island: An island about 7 km long separating the eastern and western braid belt branches
in partitions 16 through 21.
L val: The valley length of each partition in meters.
Lower Section: The northern morphological zone of the study area comprising partitions 1
through 5.
Node: A point of bifurcation in the braid belt where two or more branches join or diverge.
Overflow Channels: Ephemeral light colored gravelly swales seen on aerial photographs. They
exit the braid belt and arc a short distance over the fioodplain before terminating or re
entering the braid belt.
OvrD: The total length in meters of overflow channels per partition. Measured from 1955
photographs.
Ovr_pl: The ratio of overflow channel length to partition valley length. Ovr_pl = OvrD / L_val.
Partitions: Forty-five divisions of the study area, each spanning approximately a mile of valley
length.
Per3755: Percent change in braid belt width from 1937 to 1955.
Per5587: Percent change in braid belt width from 1955 to 1987.
Per_o3755: Percent of area overlapped by braid belts for 1937 and 1955.
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Per_o5587: Percent of area overlapped by braid belts for 1955 and 1987,
Per_o3787; Percent of area overlapped by braid belts for 1937 and 1987.
Qbf: Bankfull discharge in cubic meters per second at surveyed cross sections.
SecD: The total length in meters of secondary channels per partition. Measured from 1955
photographs.
Secondary Channels: Relatively narrow, stable, often sinuous channels outside the braid belt
and lacking a visible gravel bed on aerial photographs.
Sin37: Sinuosity in 1937.
Sin55: Sinuosity in 1955.
Sin87: Sinuosity in 1987.
Sk: Standardized gradient index (k).
S137: Stream length per partition in 1937.
S155: Stream length per partition in 1955.
S187: Stream length per partition in 1987.
Stevensville Section: A morphological zone of the study area near Stevensville comprising
partitions 6 through 12. Characterized by substantial artificial channelization.
SVGR: Standardized Valley Gradient Residuals. Derivation described in Chapter III: Data and
Methods.
T rbD : The total length in meters of tributary channels on the valley bottom per partition.
Measured from 1955 photographs.
T ributary Channels: Channels occurring on the terrace surfaces above the fioodplain. Upon
reaching the valley bottom, tributary channels may enter tiie braid belt directly or merge
with the network of minor fioodplain channels.
Victor Section: The morphological zone of the study area comprising partitions 13 through 27.
Characterized by a widely spreading channel network and a wide valley.
W/D: Bankfull width to depth ratio.
Wid_2bf: Water surface width at two time the bankfull depth.
W idth bf: Bankfull water surface width.
X3755: The lateral change in the braid belt centroid position from 1937 to 1955. Measured in
meters on the X-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. Positive values denote movement
to the east, negative values indicate movement to the west.
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X55S7: The lateral change in the braid belt centroid position from 1955 to 1987. Measured in
meters on the X-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. Positive values denote movement
to the east, negative values indicate movement to the west.
X3787: The net lateral change in the braid belt caitroid position from 1937 to 1987. Measured in
meters on the X-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. Positive values denote movement
to the east, negative values indicate movement to the west.
Xa3755: Absolute values of X3755 used for statistical analysis.
Xa5587: Absolute values of X5587 used for statistical analysis.
XS bf: Bankfull cross sectional channel area in square meters at surveyed cross sections.
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APPENDIX C: Area Variables (square meters)
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Partition Dsb El m Psb El ft dEL m
1
972.6
3191.1
1.83
2
974.4
3197.1
1.74
3
976.2
3202.8
3.66
4
979.8
3214.8
3.78
5
983.6
3227.2
2.59
6
986.2
3235.7
3.41
7
989.6
2.77
3246.9
8
992.3
2.74
3256.0
9
995.1
3265.0
1.68
10
996.8
2.26
3270.5
11
999.1
2.77
3277.9
12
1001.8
3287.0
3.26
13
3297.7
1005.1
2.56
14
1007.6
3306.1
4.36
15
1012.0
3320.4
3.11
16
1015.1
3330.6
4.66
17
4.21
1019.8
3345.9
18
3359.7
1024.0
3.99
19
1028.0
4.69
3372.8
20
1032.7
3388.2
4.63
21
1037.3
3403.4
4.69
22
1042.0
3418.8
4.08
23
1046.1
3432.2
5.61
24
1051.7
3450.6
5.55
25
1057.2
5.24
3468.8
26
1062.5
3486.0
5.61
27
1068.1
3504.4
5,30
28
1073.4
4.27
3521.8
29
1077.7
3535.8
3 57
30
1081.2
5.46
3547.5
31
1086.7
3565.4
643
32
4.57
1093.1
3586.5
33
1097.7
3601.5
6.28
34
1104.0
3622.1
5.67
3640.7
35
1109.6
8.26
36
1117.9
3667.8
6.98
37
3690.7
1124.9
3.72
38
1128.6
3702.9
945
39
923
3733.9
1138.0
40
4.57
3764.2
1147.3
41
5.09
3779.2
1151.8
42
3795.9
1157.0
5.12
43
3812.7
1162.1
8.78
44
6.64
1170.8
3841.5
45
1177.5
3863.3
6.83
Start
3885.7
1184.3

dEI ft

6.0
5.7
12.0
12.4
8.5
11.2

9.1
9.0
5.5
7.4
9.1
10.7
8.4
14.3

10.2
15.3
13.8
13.1
15.4
15.2
15.4
13.4
18.4
18.2
17.2
18.4
17.4
14.0
11.7
17.9
21.1

15.0

20.6
18.6
27.1
22.9
12.2

31.0
30.3
15.0
16.7
16.8
28.8
21.8
22.4

L val m
1576
1669
2528
1818
1762
2458
1449
1817
1178
1140
1247
1537
1327
1707
1578
1742
1593
1451
1732
1564
1743
1571
1879
1574
1760
1658
1712
1873
1176
1376
1726
1442
1782
1454
1886
1659
1089
2102
2190
1219
1572
1475
2394
1827
1622

Dsb v m Dsl v m
74634
73846
73058
72223
70124
71389
68860
67951
67042
66162
65281
64052
62822
62098
61373
60465
59557
58968
58379
57809
57239
56615
55991
55223
54455
53791
53127
52274
51420
50632
49843
48972
48101
47304
46508
45782
45057
44191
43325
42543
41760
40889
40017
39232
38447
37507
36568
35781
34994
34114
33234
32405
31576
30720
29864
28928
27991
27403
26127
26815
25439
24575
23712
22991
22271
21380
20489
19762
19035
18092
17149
16319
15489
14945
14400
13350
12299
11204
10109
9499
8104
8890
7318
6581
5843
4646
3449
2536
1622
811

0

0

Grad v
0.00116
0.00104
0.00145
0.00208
0.00147
0.00139
0.00191
0.00151
0.00142
0.00198

0.00222
0.00212
0.00193
0.00255
0.00197
0.00268
0.00264
0.00275
0.00271
0.00296
0.00269
0.00260
0.00298
0.00353
0.00298
0.00338
0.00310
0.00228
0.00303
0.00396
0.00373
0.00317
0.00352
0.00390
0.00438
0.00421
0.00341
0.00450
0.00422
0.00375
0.00324
0.00347
0.00367
0.00364
0.00421

SVGR
-0.50
-0.95
-0.16
1.18
-0.50
-0.91

0.20
-0.96
-1.33
-0.07
0.41
0.03
-0.59
0.80
-0.80
0.77
0.52
0.64
0.38
0.84

0.01
-0.38
0.39
1.56
0.04
0.87

0.00
2.20
-0.49
-

1.68
0.94
-0.59

0.12
0.89
1.91
1.30
-0.79
1.72
0.82
-0.50
-1.90
-1.48
-1.19
-1.47
-0.23

k
1.36

0.86
2.29
4.43
2.16
1.80
3.46

2.02
1.65
3.39
4.09
3.68
2.98
4.80
2.91
4.89
4.63
4.81
4.56
5.10
4.22
3.83
4.68
5.86
4.33
5.13
4.27
2.22
3.76
5.69
5.00
3.63
4.20
4.74
5.48
4.89
3.22
5.02
4.24
3.17
2.19
2.39
2.51
2.18
2.75

Sk
-1.84
-2.23
-

1.10
0.59

-

1.20

-1.49
-0.17
-1.31
-1.61
-0.23
0.33

0.01
-0.56
0.89
-0.61
0.96
0.76
0.90
0.70
1.13
0.43
0.12
0.80
1.73
0.52
1.15
0.47
-1.15
0.07
1.60
1.05
-0.04
0.41
0.84
1.43
0.96
-0.37
1.07
0.44
-0.40
-1.18
-

1.02

-0.92
-1.18
-0.74

Sin37
1.0546
1.0366
1.3160
1.4559
1.1931
1.1446
1.3008
1.0520
1.1162
1.1598
1.1432
1.1631
1.5428
1.2954
1.1324
1.2665
1.3833
1.1453
1.2724
1.2787
1.1170
1.0510
1.0958
1.2503
1.0308
1.1305
1.0754

1.0011
1.0062
1.1920
1.2509
1.1167
1.1289
1.2125
1.0595
1.2070
1.0471

n/a
n/a
1.2284
1.0669
1.0585
1.1047

n/a
n/a

Sin55

Sin87

Grad37

GfadS5

Grad«7

1.0588
1.0434
1.3086
1.6116
1.2341
1.1639
1.3086
1.0333
1.0196
1.1611
1.1748
1.1739
1.1370
1.2419
1.1168
1.0765
1.2229
1.0687
1.1604
1.3092
1.0386
1.0945
1.0866
1.1055
1.0034
1.1725
1.0839
l . Ol l l
1.0215
1.2498
1.1731
1.1096
1.1364
1.1406
1.0734
1.2799
1.0167
1.3831
1.3488
1.2595
1.0587
1.0885
1.1501
1.1362
1.1732

1.0618
1.0245
1.1448
1.2107
1.3081
1.1794
1.3177
1.0389
1.0257
1.2465
1.1168
1.1526
1.0989
1.2454
1.1008
1.1034
1.3435
1.0395
1.2400
1.1178
1.0928
1.0862
1.0600
1.1096
1.0069
1.0296
1.0642
1.0008

0.0011

0.0011
0.0010

0.0011
0.0010

0.0011

0.0013
0.0017

1.0220
1.4054
1.0470
1.0363
1.1133
1.0936
1.1231
1.1376
1.0305
1.3414
1.3800
1.2597
1.0594
1.0937
1.0693
1.1343
1.1619

0.0010
0.0011
0.0014

0.0013

0.0012

0.0012
0.0012

0.0011

0.0012
0.0015
0.0014
0.0013
0.0017
0.0019
0.0018
0.0013

0.0015
0.0015
0.0014
0.0017
0.0019
0.0018
0.0017

0.0015
0.0015
0.0014
0.0016

0.0020

0.0021

0.0020

0.0017

0.0018
0.0025

0.0018
0.0024

0.0022

0.0020

0.0026
0.0023
0.0023
0.0026
0.0024
0.0027
0.0032
0.0030
0.0029
0.0029
0.0023
0.0030
0.0032
0.0032
0.0029
0.0031
0.0034
0.0041
0.0033
0.0034
0.0033
0.0031
0.0030
0.0031
0.0032
0.0032
0.0032
0.0036

0.0026

0.0021
0.0019
0.0024

0.0021
0.0023
0.0024
0.0025
0.0027
0.0028
0.0029
0.0030
0.0029
0.0023
0.0030
0.0033
0.0030
0.0028
0.0031
0.0032
0.0041
0.0035
0.0033

n/a
n/a
0.0031
0.0030
0.0033
0.0033

n/a
n/a

0.0012

0.0020
0.0018
0.0018

0.0022
0.0026
0.0025
0.0024
0.0028
0.0032
0.0030
0.0033
0.0029
0.0023
0.0030
0.0028
0.0036
0.0031
0.0032
0.0036
0.0039
0.0037
0.0033
0.0034
0.0031
0.0030
0.0031
0.0032
0.0034
0.0032
0.0036
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APPENDIX C: Width and Change Variables (meters)
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